Innovation no longer
remains a choice but
has become an imperative.
Narendra Modi
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Pen proving to be
mightier than Sword

88

“I used to read in newspapers and hear that Maoists
often loot EVMs from polling booths which either led to
no voting or the people go for re-poll endangering the
lives of our teachers. I believe that at such places EVMs
can have a software which would directly send voting
data to the control room.”
The above idea from Roshan Sodi, an Adivasi class VI
student left everyone amazed and inspired. Roshan
used to graze cattle for his family and did not have
access to school. After receiving the prestigious
Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam IGNITE Award from the
Hon’ble President of India, Roshan finally managed
to enrol himself in the nearest residential school and
started his transformation journey.
Sukma in Chhattisgarh has seen many such
transformational journeys of children and their
families who were disconnected from the
mainstream, deprived of basic education facilities

and caught in the conflict between the Government
and Left Wing Extremism (LWE) of Maoists, till the
Comprehensive Education Development Plan
(CEDP) was launched.
Under CEDP, target groups were identified in
collaboration with security forces, government
agencies and community level influencers using a
participatory approach. For children belonging to
habitations with extreme LWE activities, educational
facilities were relocated to District headquarters, as
this would cut off the resource for furthering the
cadre of Maoist activities who have been known to
recruit school kids in their cadre. Making teachers a
resource for CEDP in inaccessible locations and with
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appropriate help from the Government Schemes and

exams, and eleven have qualified in PET/AIEEE. The

CSR funds, Education City and Education Hubs

CBSE Board Model School has had 100% result in

were set up.

Class X. Almost 1300 youth have been trained for

Gyanodaya is first of its kind to support out of
school children by engaging in an in-house holistic

many courses like accounting, BPO, masonry, DTP
and publishing etc.

development through a bridge course programme

The CEDP programme in remote Chhattisgarh

that makes them school ready in 3-4 months.

has truly proven that pen is indeed mightier

Primary and secondary residential schools were set

than the sword!

up with special coaching for deserving students.
Individual Subject Labs based on multi-lingual and
contextual pedagogy were judiciously paired with
free residential set ups for children with a special
rehabilitation programme. In addition to high
schools with State Board and CBSE Board, courses
are also designed to educate students in four
specific disciplines viz., science, technology,
engineering and mathematics.
Along with the above mentioned Integration
Learning Center, Education City also offers several
innovative services like Science Park and
Planetarium, Science Centre to explain various
scientific concepts through multiple models.
Combined with vocational training, polytechnics,
and professional level training, the CEDP has indeed
been a remarkable success.
Till 31st December 2016, approximately 1000
out-of-school children from interior villages enrolled
after three months in the Back to School Programme
in Gyanodaya. Four persons from Nayi Disha
programme have been selected for Government jobs,
and eight are waiting for Public Service Commission
mains result. Teachers from 936 schools have
been trained for Model School Concept through
Vidyalaya Darpan. Under Aarohan, two have
qualified for Joint Engineering Excellence Advanced
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‘ We C a re’ :
Wo m e n Hy g i e n e ,
Wo m e n Po w e r

The picturesque Tirap, situated amid verdant valleys
is one of the oldest tribal Districts of Arunachal
Pradesh. Located in the south eastern part of the
state, it borders with the state of Nagaland and
Assam in the south-west, and the international
border with Myanmar in the east and District border
with Changlang in the north and Longding in the
south-east. The District is declared as a disturbed
area under AFSPA Act, 1958 due to NSCN
insurgency.
The entire area of the District is covered with high
hills and deep gorges. It is a string of beautiful
mountains of moderate height (2000-4000 ft)
covered with lush green forests throughout the year.
The District is sparsely populated with a total
population of about 56,000. The tribes in the
District are poor and mainly dependent upon Jhum
cultivation and subsistence agriculture for their
livelihood. Women and girls of this hilly region live
in abysmal conditions. Almost 70% of them use
scrap cloth to check their menstrual flow.
The initiative of Low-Cost Sanitary Pads in the
District was taken based on a survey conducted by
the District Administration. This was done in
collaboration with North Eastern Region
Community Resource Management Project

Objectives:

(NERCORMP) which is a livelihood and rural

To create awareness among the rural women for
better personal hygiene

development initiative aimed at transforming the
lives of the poor and marginalised tribal community
of Northeast region of India under DoNER.
The survey in 27 villages covering four different
subdivisions was done to find out how women in
Tirap District deal with their monthly menstrual
cycle. The survey report recorded that more than
70% of the women in the villages used scrap clothes
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To empower the women of the area by providing a
low-cost sanitary pad alternative at their doorstep

or nothing during their monthly periods. From the
total 852 women respondents, 604 of them used
clothes and 231 used napkins of various brands.
Also, the survey recorded that women use clothes
mainly for three reasons; ignorance, financial
constraints and non-availability of napkins in the
villages.
The response to this challenge was found in the form
of a Low-Cost Sanitary Pad Production Machine
invented by Shri Arunachalam Muruganantham of
Coimbatore who is known as the pioneer of sanitary
pad movement in India. A project under Low-Cost
Sanitary Pad initiative was undertaken in the
District with an initial fund of INR 5 lakh. The
production unit was brought from South India to
Tirap District and was set up in the District
headquarters.
A woman SHG from the District was chosen to run
the unit, the women involved in the production were

trained by master trainers from the manufacturer.
The project was launched in July 2016, and the
sanitary pads produced by the unit was called 'We
Care'. They were available for sale from mid-August
2016. The pads are UV ray sterilised and adhere to
BIS standard for sanitary napkins. Another
additional advantage is that the material used for
making these pads is fully biodegradable and
decomposes naturally within a short span of time.
Thus it is environment-friendly, and disposal is
convenient.
Finally, the women of Tirap are feeling empowered,
clean and beautiful.
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W i d o w Po w e r

Objectives:
To conduct a scientiﬁc study to recognise the
problems of widows and abandoned women in the
tribal Districts of Chhattisgarh
To identify the problems, and ﬁnd pragmatic
solutions to improve their lot
To use existing government schemes to help these
women

Surguja, a tribal area in Chhattisgarh, has not been
kind to women. Worse is the fate of widows and
abandoned women who are in abundance, thanks to
male-dominated social custom in the tribal land. The
institution of marriage is very flexible in tribal
communities, and social pressures for its continuity
are not very strong. As a result, both men and
women come out of marriage to get remarried or live
with more than one partner.

Data collection itself was an ordeal. First, a survey of
the villages was carried out to identify the women,
their socio-psycho and economic needs and the
components and indicators for apt interventions.
It was found that 73.8% of the widowed, deserted
and separated (WDS) women earned less than INR
2000 per month and only 21.3% of them had access
to agricultural land. Infidelity (29.1%), Alcoholism

Due to unawareness about divorce, legal resumption

(23.7%) and Harassment (20.3%) were the top 3

of conjugal rights is hardly acknowledged or

reasons for abandonment. Over 60% of the women

respected. It has been observed widely that desertion

said they felt lonely and had difficulty in handling

is more common by husbands and it acts as a setback

day-to-day problems on their own.

in the lives of the economically poor women who are
often left with small children to take care of. These
women are victims of social apathy and atrocities,
running a very high risk of malnutrition, anaemia,
abject destitution, juvenile crimes, dropouts in
school, trafficking and abuse, etc. Leaving these
women unattended has a strong spiral effect on
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various dimensions of society and governance.

Capacity building, sensitization exercise was done
both for surveyors and department officials and a list
of women with a need-based case to case findings was
generated and disseminated for intervention and
follow-up. Almost 9,000 WDS women, aged between
18-60 years, were identified in Surguja.

The mobilisation and awareness camps were

connections; 2491 women benefited from bank

organised not only to facilitate quick access to

linkages; and 1587 women got health security.

entitlements but also to educate them on their rights
and boost them with confidence and cross learning.
These camps provided them with an opportunity to
come out of trapped mindset and speak out their
issues and challenges candidly. The tangible gains
and intangible outcomes of the project are huge.
Of the 9000 odd WDS women identified in Surguja,
about 2196 women found social security through
pensions; 786 women gained food security; 911
women got housing security; 3548 women availed

Apart from this, 1528 stepped towards sustainable
livelihoods; 1927 developed their skills, and 3636
women ended loneliness and isolation by joining Self
Help Groups. A whopping 4345 WDS women
benefited from Bank linkage, Aadhaar, Ration,
Toilet, Pension each.
In 2015, the State acknowledged this project's great
potential for replication and issued necessary
guidelines for prioritisation across Chhattisgarh.

better sanitation; 2426 women acquired Aadhaar

The WDS women of Surguja, now look forward to

card; 2300 women obtained labour card; 6737

life with greater confidence.

women got insurance cover; 2722 women moved
towards literate status; 1218 women got LPG
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C h i l d re n
change
generational
Mindsets!

Bihaniya’, which means clean morning in the local
language. The initiative included going for morning
visits to villages every Wednesday and Saturday to
educate and motivate people on the benefits of using
personal toilets.
Girl students from high and higher secondary
schools were encouraged to form Kishori Baalika
Sammelans. These young girls were educated
regarding personal and menstrual hygiene in these
sammelans. 180 of these sammelans were held to
educate and explain the benefits of IHHLs and other
aspects of women hygiene.

Objectives:
To prevent open defecation in the newly formed District of
Mungeli
To get IHHL constructed in as many households as possible

Mungeli is a newly formed District in Chhattisgarh
with three blocks Lormi, Mungeli and Pathariya.
It has 350 gram panchayats, 711 villages and a
population of 701707. 25 % of the population is
Scheduled Caste followed by 10% Scheduled Tribe.
When Government of India launched its much
proclaimed Swachh Bharat Mission, Mungeli District
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needed to construct and repair.
The State Administration launched a few
innovative and radical schemes to create
awareness and instil a sense of hygiene so that
the residents feel encouraged to construct
IHHLs.

had a whopping 98,000 households lacking Indian

Officials like the collector, SDM, CEO Zila

House Hold Latrines (IHHL) along with 5,000

Panchayat and grassroots officials such as

newly added families which totalled to a figure of

Patwaris, Engineers or Gram Sachivs all came

approximately 103,000 IHHL which the District

together under an initiative called ‘Sugghar

A Red Brigade was formed with a group of 15-20
adolescent school girls who voluntarily joined the
movement. These motivated and enthusiastic girls
took upon their shoulders the responsibility of
educating the females, the children and the elderly
regarding their contribution to the mission. This
group rose every morning with a renewed vigour and
covered each nook and corner of their locality
talking to each and every person. Whistles were
blown by the Red Brigade whenever they witnessed
people breaking the rules and refusing to use toilets.
Also, 200 Swacchta Preraks or Cleanliness
Motivators were trained intensively to carry out
Community-Led Total Sanitation (CLTS). These
swachhta preraks urged village inhabitants to quit
defecating in open, explaining to them the health
hazards of open defecation. Other volunteers were
also involved through formation of Bihaniya Dals or
Morning Groups who carried out an extensive follow
up on the usage of newly constructed toilets and
changing the toilet habits of people
Last but not the least, the Vaanar Sena of young kids
performed the amusing activity of snatching the
bowls or lotas of the people defecating in the open.
The strategy worked magnificently as individuals

The efforts bore stupendous success.

gradually started changing their attitude. The display

Construction of approximately

of the names of the defaulters on the walls of Gram

1,07,000 IHHL has been carried out

Panchayat and the imposition of fines further

over a period of 9 months which

discouraged open defecation.

includes baseline survey figure,

Most important of all, 106 engineers of all the work
departments were trained intensively with
special focus on toilet construction in local

toilets for newly added families and
reconstruction of defunct toilets.
Who says hard-sell doesn’t sell?

black soil regions, water logged areas and areas with
high water tables.
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Digital AIIMS:
A re vo l u t i o n f o r H e a l t h c a r e

get an appointment and spend nearly 9 hours in the
hospital in chaotic conditions. There were difficulties
in getting follow-up appointments too.
The Digital AIIMS initiative replaced the manual
registration with electronic registration, improved
management practices by introducing Patient
Registration Centre, 50 Registration Counters with
e-Hospital Software, Waiting Halls to seat 5000
patients and creation of specialised cadres like the
Nursing Information Specialists and Patient Care
Coordinators. It placed OPD schedules of individual
clinicians in public domain and simplified follow-up
appointments by the creation of electronic patient
records.

There can be no development without good
governance, and it is the strong institutions that
produce good governance.
The Government of India is committed to promoting
good governance and better service delivery to the
citizens. The recently launched Digital India
programme exemplifies this vision. In this direction,
All India Institute of Medical Sciences (AIIMS), the
premier Medical Institute of India, successfully
implemented e-Hospital Project and transformed
into a fully digital public hospital.
AIIMS attracts nearly 40 Lakh patients per year from
across the country. The enormous patient load led to
huge stress on the clinician's work time and the long
waiting time added to the woes of patients. Patients
would stand in serpentine queues from 3.00 AM to
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The Digital AIIMS Project garnered numerous laurels
and letters of appreciation for its significance. The
MoHFW recommended the project for replication in
all 12 Central Government Hospitals. The Prime
Minister commended the project in his
Independence Day address for pan-India replication.
It was awarded as the best performing project under
Digital India by the Ministry of Information
Technology. The team behind the project got the
AIIMS Leadership Excellence Awards also.

The outcomes of the initiative are as follows:

The AIIMS Transformation Project represents India's

42 lakh patients beneﬁtted

First Digital Revolution in Health Care. It is a
remarkable success story. It has significantly

Faster appointment process

contributed towards responsive public delivery

Medical records available online

systems by leveraging technology. The Digital AIIMS

Simpliﬁed referral systems

project has initiated a pan-India movement for the
transformation of the large public hospitals into

Reduction in clinician's work hours in OPD areas

patient-friendly hospitals.

Streamlined hospital administration systems
Patient friendly management practices
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Objectives:

Te l e ph o n e b e c o m es
th e Do ct o r

Create a conducive health environment in
remote areas
Provide the required health care support
system
Stabilisation of emergency cases before
movement to larger hospitals
Create a community level self-sufﬁciency in
health care

Lahaul and Spiti - the names create a vision of

duty of the Government to ensure quality essential

local population. Helicopter sorties to airlift critical

majestic mountains, lofty passes and far-flung

health care to all the inhabitants of these far-flung

patients to Kullu or Shimla are undertaken for

villages. Of a harsh and lonely winter and heavy

Districts.

special cases but are not scalable solutions.

Due to the paucity of doctors, specialists and even

The State Health Department and the State National

paramedics in these areas, the Government has found

Health Mission (NHM) partnered with Apollo

it difficult to extend the medical facilities to the

Hospitals to address this challenge and ensure

snowfall making places and people inaccessible for
days and months on end.
But, people stay in these villages, and it becomes the

quality treatment to the residents of Lahaul and
Spiti. Apollo was chosen because of its proven
expertise in providing healthcare through its medical
expertise, clinical excellence and technology
innovations.
Based on a need assessment study, a comprehensive
plan was drawn up and objectives laid out.
Need assessment provided the information on local
health problems and prevalent disease conditions.
The data threw up the fact that diseases of the
respiratory system, heart diseases and road accident
injuries were the most common health hazards.
Local skill sets were tapped and enhanced with
appropriate training in health care to create a
community support system. While physicians at the
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Apollo Main hospitals provide emergency services at
the centre, local doctors under the guidance of the
emergency physician did the task of stabilising the
patient. This method also helped in reducing the
skill gap for local doctors as they learnt from
experienced emergency specialists.
The 15 month proof of concept pilot threw up
amazing results in areas of Teleconsultations,
Tele-emergency services, Tele laboratory services and
Tele Cervical Cancer Screening services. From the
management of outbreaks, reduced morbidity and
mortality to laboratory tests using Point of Care
Testing (POCT) devices, all parameters have shown a
healthy move for the better.
Transparency of the services is available to the
concerned authorities through call logs of the

The ICT enabled Telemedicine services has
increased the efficiency of output and
effectiveness of outcome significantly. The key
components of this success are:-

patients on a cloud framework. In addition to
these, auditable monthly reports are submitted
to the Government officials which provide all
crucial information of these services.

Trained staff at the Tele Health Centre

National Health Systems Resource Centre, New

Utilisation of Digital and Point of Care Testing
(POCT) devices

and Innovative practice’.

Uninterrupted Internet connectivity
Electronically generated patient request

Delhi has recognised it as a ‘Good, Replicable

For the people of this remote area, distance and
geography are no longer barriers to having
quality healthcare at their doorsteps.

Electronic Medical Record
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Emp owering Farmer s
as En trepreneurs
Sugarcane is an important commercial multipurpose

implemented through encouraging participation of

provided training on sustainable sugarcane

crop that provides useful by-products such as sugar,

farmers, private sector and cooperatives.

production to increase efficiency and production. It

jaggery, ethanol, etc. Sugarcane farming is the
backbone of agriculture in Kolhapur, Maharashtra.
The sugarcane farmers in the District were facing
several problems such as poor soil health, high input
cost, fragmented land holdings, lack of technology,
intensive use of resources (water and labour), effects
of climate change and sudden increase in pest and
diseases. As a result, sugarcane yield and farmer
returns were highly inadequate.
The issues faced by farmers were discussed among the
officials of Agriculture Technology Management
Agency (ATMA). ATMA took a prompt action to
provide relief to the farmers and launched the
Sustainable Sugarcane Production Technology
Project. The project was implemented with the
support of farmers’ groups which are registered
under ATMA as well as other agencies.
The project comprised an innovative set of
agronomic practices that involved using fewer seeds,
raising seedlings in a nursery, following new planting
methods with wider plant spacing, and better water
and nutrient management to increase the cane yields
significantly. The project was successfully
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The hallmark of the project is the empowerment of
farmers as entrepreneurs. The farmer groups were

was also to ensure adoption of project activities by
farmers. For this purpose, 7533 group members and

trained on the sustainable sugarcane production
technology. Due to entrepreneurship training to
group leaders and farmers, nurseries have been
established in eastern talukas of Kolhapur District
successfully.
Unity is strength. This old saying is best exemplified
through this project. The farmer groups, as well as
group leaders, took an active participation in the
project implementation. The group leaders created
awareness about seedling plantation among member
farmers. The groups also ensured timely supply of
seedlings. As a result, about 500 groups of farmers
adopted this technology.

The project outcomes are as follows:
20 to 30% saving in plantation expenditure
20 to 30% saving in labour cost
Use of micro irrigation increased water efﬁciency from 40
to 70%

The impact of this innovative transformation can be

20 to 25% increase in production

process that imparted entrepreneurship skills to

Area under seedling plantation of sugarcane increased
from 14692 ha to 38534 ha.

farmers are entrepreneurs now.

gauged by its bottom-up approach and participatory
farmers and conserved resources. In Kolhapur,

INR 20.55 Cr. saved on 38534 Ha.
No. of Sugarcane nurseries increased from 350 to 500
Employment worth INR 1.8 Cr. generated
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Ha ris al - A Di g i tal
He aven ind e e d!
Just over 600 kilometres from India’s financial

Understanding by the Maharashtra Government with

capital, Mumbai, nestled in the Satpura range of

Microsoft Corporation and other partners in August,

mountains, amid a forested area exists the village of

2015 led the way for various activities under a

Harisal. Characterised by a lack of roads, power,

digitally oriented project that aimed at addressing

mobile connectivity and minimal public

several issues simultaneously.

infrastructure, the villages of this Melghat region of
Maharashtra are inhabited by the Korku tribal
community. Malnutrition, infant and maternal
mortality rates have plagued this community for
years. The signing of a Memorandum of

Once the alliances were done, work followed at
breakneck speed. New and innovative technologies
such as TV White Space and Telemedicine helped to
make internet facility available across the public
offices and village areas at a nominal cost.
The project has various components. Air Jaldi
Telemedicine is the use of Telecommunication and
Information Technology to provide health care
services from geographically remote locations. It
helps to eliminate distance barriers and improve
access to medical services that were often not
available in rural areas and also helps to save lives in
critical care and emergency situations. eHealth

access to quality medical advice, Telemedicine, with

Centre (eHC) is a Hewlett-Packard Enterprise-CSIR

Hospitals of Amravati and Mumbai.

initiative where information technology will be used
to enable local healthcare services and telemedicine
while collecting data pertaining to patients’ health
and related issues. Citizens of the area now have
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A Digital Village Harisal Committee with 20
qualified youth from the village itself, has been
formed to seek suggestions, monitor work progress
and capacity building. A Digital Village Workshop

for all Engineering College Professors and Students

Certificate, Solvency Certificate, etc. Smart

has been organised. Existing Primary Health Centre

Ration Card has made the Public Distribution

has been upgraded with advanced eye care equipment

System more transparent and efficient.

and Ophthalmic Technician training from LV Eye

Agriculture Services are being provided

Institute, Hyderabad.

through Mobile Apps such as mKrishi, Kisan

Under the e-District Project, Digital Signature
Certificate includes Birth and Death Certificates,
Ration Cards, Land Records, Caste Certificate,
Income Certificate, Non-Creamy Layer Certificate,
Temporary Residence Certificate, Senior Citizen

Suvidha, AgMarknet for weather alert,
dealers, market prices, agro advisories, plant
protection, etc. Farmers are already trained for
the apps and benefit from agriculture
productivity point of view.

Indeed, Digital Village Harisal project
implementation has made it possible for Citizens of
Harisal and Melghat region to avail good quality
health care, school education, banking and
agricultural services using digital technology
deployment. Digital Village Harisal Project opens
the doors for youth and citizens to avail the benefits
of skill development, local business opportunities,
employment, etc.
Harisal today is perhaps the country’s first digitally
smart village.
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Aw a re n e s s & A c t i o n
f o r Na r m a d a S a n r a k s h a n
i n M a d h y a Pr a d e s h

habits. The campaign moved around a 30-day

does - work equally well in community participation.

journey from Amarkantak to Sondwa and back

Awareness, Interest, Desire, Action (AIDA) are the

by a core team of 150-200 persons. The yatra

four pillars on which the Madhya Pradesh Jan

coordinated with workshops and public

Abhiyan Parishad (MPJAP) decided to include the

meetings that brought into focus activities like

society in Environment and Water Conservation,

afforestation, sanitation, soil and water

Sanitation

Education and Health imperatives.

conservation, pollution control measures and

Soil and water conservation

Invoking the religious sentiments of the local

29

Objectives:

It may be a marketing formula, but AIDA can - and

promotion of organic farming.

populace, MPJAP planned a public awareness

Since rivers are the genesis of all civilisation,

campaign to educate the community about the

the strategy was to focus on rivers in Madhya

importance of conservation, education and healthy

Pradesh. The Narmada is the largest river of MP.

To make people aware about the conservation of the
Narmada river
Afforestation and enhancement of vegetative cover

Prevention of pollution
Promotion of organic farming

It has its origin in the holy place of Amarkantak in
Anuppur District, at the height of approx. 3467 ft.
from sea level. It flows from east to west and merges
with the Arabian Sea near Surat in Gujarat. This, the
fifth largest river of the Indian subcontinent is the
lifeline of Madhya Pradesh and Gujarat.
Narmada in Sanskrit means 'Giver of Pleasure'. To
the Hindus, the Narmada is one of the seven holy
rivers of India; the other six being Ganges, Yamuna,
Godavari, Saraswati, Sindhu and Kaveri. According
to Hindu mythology, River Ganges acquired the
form of a black cow and immersed in the holy water
of river Narmada, to cleanse herself. There are several
places of religious significance along the Narmada
such as Amarkantak, Maheshwar and Omkareshwar.

Many people undertake a pilgrimage along the river,
which is called the Narmada parikrama.
Jan Abhiyan Parishad identified 313 small rivers
10-25 km long for their resurrection and
conservation. With the help of groups of people,
activities like desilting, deepening of the river and
major plantations on the riverbanks were
undertaken.
This approach to rejuvenate the river and protect the
Panch Mahabhoot of Air, Earth, Ether, Fire and
Water will definitely lead to a better, greener earth.
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Taking
Social Justice to
doorsteps
Government schemes need to reach the most needy

village level officials were involved in collating,

and let them know if the scheme benefits were not

seamlessly and without fail as it is for them that they

collecting and correcting the database.

reaching them.

More than 26,000 letters were generated in the name

Local media was used extensively to communicate

of the individual beneficiary. These letters were

the Abhiyan and the benefits were spelt out to all.

distributed to every person individually. Final orders

To break the psychological diffidence of the people,

were distributed through a motorcycle rally. To

a special sofa has been kept at the collector office for

emphasise the power of the individual, any person

Ratna-Nandita beneficiaries. Through this scheme,

had the power to stop the rally in case he thinks he

many pension schemes for old age, widow, Divyang

It was decided to launch an initiative to solve this

is not getting the benefits at his doorstep. This

and women were streamlined and delivered.

problem by relying on local cultural forces. Thus was

challenge spurred the officials into ensuring seamless

born the Ratna-Nandita Abhiyan.

delivery of the schemes. This also helped in

are planned and launched. It was observed that in
Datia, the overwhelming grievance of the people was
related to pension and social sector schemes. The
challenges were manifold such as incorrect or
incomplete database, bank related problems and field
level inefficiencies.

The objective of the Abhiyan was to create a bond
between the Administration and the public. Massive
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identifying missing beneficiary; and the Management
Information System (MIS) was thus updated.

local involvement was planned and implemented

The senior District Administration ensured their own

where all Government departments and community

availability every week so that anyone could walk up

Datia is famous for its more than 500 temples to
Goddess Shakti and the rock edicts of King Ashoka.
It is a cultural centre of the region. Today it is
known for the Ratna-Nandita initiative to bring
smiles to the doorstep.

harness mobile technology for
improving the availability of

Textcure,
not Textspeak

information regarding
treatments and behaviour
changes. mCessation
(Tobacco) and mDiabetes are
two digital initiatives
launched by MoHFW in the
year 2016.
mCessation (Tobacco) for

enrolment is followed for m-diabetes as well.
The impact of these initiatives on access to cessation
services has been huge. Since January 2016,
approximately 2 million people have given a missed
call. Total registration in mCessation has reached
more than 14 lakhs while that in mDiabetes more
than 1 lakh. More than 4000 users have successfully
quit tobacco. Thanks to the nationwide promotion of
the mCessation program, as per WHO, this program
ranks as the world’s largest mobile health initiative.

providing cessation support to
prevent initiation and
continuation of tobacco use.
mDiabetes for promoting and
If you have the will, there will always be a way. More
so, if a smoker who wants to quit is constantly
reminded by SMS exhorting him to do so.

educating citizens about diabetes.
These initiatives will develop a successful and
low-cost intervention that can empower people,

In collaboration with World Health Organization

communities and nations at large through mobile

(WHO), Ministry of Health and Family Welfare

technology. This will provide access to relevant

(MoHFW) started an mHealth initiative -

information and services addressing the prevention

m-cessation to use text messaging as one of the

and control of non-communicable diseases.

globally affordable interventions.

Users of the India mCessation (Tobacco) program

In India, every year, an estimated 1 million people

self-enrol through a missed call or a website, and

die from tobacco-related illnesses, all of which can

then receive tailored advice and support via SMS

be avoided by stopping tobacco consumption. The

messages sent to their mobiles. Information on users

prevalence of its use across India makes offering

is taken using algorithms during their initial

cessation support an essential part of any tobacco

registration depending on factors such as level of

control strategy. Further, India is also home to over

dependence, type of consumption (smoking or

60 million adults with diabetes (7.8% of the

smokeless tobacco), age and gender. The service is

population), of which more than 30 million are

also interactive, allowing users to send their requests

undiagnosed or untreated, thus increasing the risk of

for support to the programme, such as tips for

developing complications and premature mortality.

overcoming a moment of craving. If they can

Since mobile technology penetration is high in
India, the programme presents an opportunity to

maintain use for six months, they are officially

Objectives:
Helping smokers and tobacco users to stop the habit
through mobile telephony
Prevention and care of diabetes through mobile
telephony
Contribution to global and national efforts to
prevent and control Non Communicable Diseases
(NCDs).
Develop the best solutions for mHealth interventions
for NCDs.
Scale up already successful and cost-effective
technologies for NCDs.
Harness the best mobile technology available and
make it accessible for all countries.
Strengthen the capacity of local stakeholders
towards the optimal and efﬁcient use of available
resources.

declared as a non-smoker. A similar process of
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Pa l n a r - C a s h l e s s i n
Chhattisgarh,
a state of bliss

Objectives:
Providing Information Communication Technology (ICT)
infrastructure to Palnar and make it a model village
Spreading awareness about Digital Financial Literacy
Making Palnar a cashless village by adopting most
appropriate technology and education

There were myriad challenges
Local shopkeepers did not have current accounts
There were not enough PoS machines in the District
Card penetration was very low
Low awareness of the beneﬁts of going cashless

We live in a connected world; internet has ensured

Since the coverage by BSNL and Airtel was

that we are a smartphone away from all the news and

patchy at best, and there was no scope to

commerce of the world.

provide fibre optic network, the Administration

The little village of Palnar in Dakshin Bastar
Dantewada District, Chhattisgarh, also wanted to
feel the power of the world in their palms. Situated

connectivity by creating a free Wi-Fi zone in the
Palnar marketplace.

in a remote area and acting as the nucleus of trading

The biggest support for the Administration was

for 22 nearby villages, Palnar and its residents

the people of Palnar and the enthusiastic

wanted to be connected to the world.

support of the Banks and the public

While they were served by an all-weather road, what
they wanted was to be on the Information Highway.
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decided to work on providing internet

representatives of the area. The free Wi-Fi zone
also benefitted the Government offices like
Public Health Centres (PHCs), Common

The benefits are visible

opened for all shopkeepers. With regular meetings

Convenient communication with the outside
world

and innovative outdoor communication, the benefits

Aadhar seeding and linkage to bank accounts

Innovation comes in many shapes, and here PoS

More than 1000 cashless transaction worth
INR 122,529 recorded from the village till
31st December 2016
Today Palnar is no longer known as the little
village in Dantewada but as a harbinger of
change and better days.

of DFL were explained to the public.

machines were replaced by Eztap. Today, the
shopkeepers of Palnar are adept at handling e-wallets
and QR Codes making them the cynosure of all
neighbouring villages.

Service Centres and the Gram Panchayat Bhawan.
With the BSNL supported Wi-fi zone, villagers were
suddenly exposed to the outside world through
Social Media and other media apps. Palnar
marketplace in no time became the socio-economic
hub of all the 22 villages in the area.
The enthusiasm of the villagers gave a fillip to the
ambition of the project. It was decided to push for
Digital Financial Literacy (DFL) and aim at making
Palnar ‘cashless’.
Notwithstanding the challenges, the task was
attempted with zeal and commitment. Every
Jan-dhan account holder was given a ‘Rupay’ card
and Aadhar seeding of their accounts was done. The
local SBI branch ensured that current accounts were
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Ta p p i n g R a i n w a t e r
f o r Gr o u n d
Wa t e r R e c h a r g e

Availability of fresh water is bliss in the real sense.
Careful management and conservation of freshwater
sources are equally important.
The Vaishali District (Bihar) constitutes a part of the
Ganga river basin and has two sub-basins. But
depleting groundwater level is a sordid reality in the
area. Poor rainfall over two consecutive years made
the matter only worse. By May 2016, the
groundwater was depleted by more than 3 inches.
This raised alarming concerns among District
authorities as several households are dependent on
groundwater for meeting their basic needs.
In July 2016, the District Administration launched
Mission Water 24x7. The aim was to ensure sufficient
water for the communities on a 24x7 basis. With
UNICEF as the technical partner, the mission was
launched on a war footing.
The concept of rainwater harvesting structure being
new to the District, simple ways to harvest rainwater
techniques not being available and funding being a
big issue, the collaboration of people, Government
and UNICEF was key to the success of the mission.
A massive awareness drive was undertaken to ensure
sensitization at all levels. UNICEF provided
technical assistance in developing the module, IEC
(Information, Education and Communication) design
and orientation. Another remarkable feature of the
project is the enthusiasm shown by the government
functionaries. All the department heads of the
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Major Achievements of the project:

The project made a mark in the Limca Book of

7,659 rainwater harvesting structures
constructed in Government/Semi-Government
buildings in a single day.

World Records 2017 for the record construction of

74 Lakh square feet catchment area to restore
80 Cr. litres of water per year (considering 1,168
mm average annual rainfall in Vaishali District)
generated, which would lower arsenic levels

strengthen the preparedness of District

All stakeholders worked together and no
special/additional funds used

worry for the residents of Vaishali.

Rainwater Harvesting Structure in a single day.
The rainwater harvesting campaign will certainly
Administration towards drought and flash flood. The
District is now more resilient to natural disasters
especially flash floods. Water might not be a thing to

District led the initiative voluntarily and mobilised
funds for the cause. The campaign also stressed on
the need for using water judiciously and water
conservation. As the next step, the communities were
motivated to install rainwater harvesting structures
in their homes.
It is envisaged that the project would ameliorate
the water situation even in the summer season.
It is also expected to reduce water logging during the
rainy season.
Taking cues from the success of this initiative,
the partnership between Government and people is
carried forward in the work of other social issues
such as open defecation, school enrolment, mother
and child health, etc. The intervention has also
contributed to improving the responsiveness of the
service delivery system.
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Imagine a farmer receiving all the information about
impending rainfall, soil quality, irrigation schemes,

B ook your c rop
on Mob i le !

seed prices, and other relevant details just before
sowing the seed before the Kharif and rabi seasons.
Currently, it would take months and several trips to
different government offices to acquire such details.
The government of Andhra Pradesh has now enabled
the farmer to know all such relevant details right on
the mobile screen.
Electronic crop booking (e- Crop booking) is an
Android application launched with a local name
called e-Panta, which is designed to know the ground
reality of the crop details and to analyse the crop
pattern across the state and to capture the standing
crop in the state. Photographs as evidence in the case
of crop damage and insurance are also available as
the arable land in the state has been captured in
latitude and longitude along with subdivision and
occupancy.
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Objectives:
To digitise and popularise sharing of agricultural
information with the farmers
To maintain accuracy through photographs with
Geo-tagging
To create a robust MIS system through Data analytics
and Powerful Business Intelligence for various
analysis reports
To eradicate corruption
To create Biometric authentication for genuine users

All field officers are trained to capture the crop

Project in four mandals of Kuppam constituency in

Many beneficiary schemes were effectively

details in the existing agricultural fields using tabs

the Chittoor District. An Android App in local

implemented all over the State like procurement of

and to upload the crop details to the server for every

language was developed to capture crop particulars.

paddy and cotton, seed distribution, fertiliser

crop season. The features include an online transfer

Training was delivered regarding the usage of the

distribution, disbursement of loans, etc. By utilising

of crop details to Webland (Land record management

TABS and application. TABS along with SIMS were

the data of e-Crop booking, individual projects like

website), evidence in the case of crop damage for

provided to all the field officers. Village officers

drought analysis, crop failure analysis, crop damage

insurance, evidence for crop loans by banks, crop

geo-tagged the land parcels, recorded real time

analysis, etc., are being initiated in some Districts to

pattern and water tax demand analysis, and GPS

Adangal (pahani) data along with standing

avail various benefits to the drought affected farmers.

location of each land parcel across the state. The

photograph of the crop.

mobile app covers land use and the entire Pattadar’s
history of land cover.

For the agricultural year 2015-16, around 5.2 Cr.

The agrarian sector in Andhra Pradesh is truly
reaping the benefits of digitisation.

crop particulars of both Kharif and Rabi seasons

Government of Andhra Pradesh has conducted

were uploaded to the server along with crop images

several meetings with Departments and other

and geo-tagging. Using e-Crop Android App, village

stakeholders to enhance effective benefits to the

revenue officers have recorded crop particulars of

farmers regarding crop loans, crop insurance and

98.19 lakh farmers which is nearly 1/5th of the total

subsidies, etc. It was noticed that manual processes

population of the State. The data captured is shared

led to a lot of malpractices and manipulations. So to

with other Departments for different benefit

remove the bottlenecks in the manual system,

schemes.

Government has initiated a pilot called Kuppam
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This could be the smallest village in India. With a

contaminated during the rainy season causing health

population of merely 144 people, Santhagandu, a

problems. Cases of malaria, diarrhoea and other

village in Paderu mandal in Andhra Pradesh, is

stomach ailments were very common in the village.

situated on the top slopes of a nearby hill. Like
many tribal villages in our country, Santhagandu has

As the source of water is a natural spring located 35
metres down from the Village, the only option was
to pump the spring water up to the
village. Since there is no power in the
village, an innovation with powerless

The Hills
have
Water too!

Hydraulic Ram Operated Pump was
designed and installed. The Scheme has
been functioning successfully. The
innovation - it runs without power, 24x7!
A hydraulic ram or water ram pump is a
simple, motorless device for pumping
water at low flow rates. Instead of
electricity, it uses the energy of flowing
water to lift water from a stream, pond,
or spring to an elevated storage tank or a
discharge point.
It is suitable for inaccessible villages
where there is no gravity and no reliable
power. It supplies drinking water 24
hours per day without power or energy.

no electric power. One can survive without
electricity, but how does this village with no help
from gravity manage water? The challenge was taken
up by the Visakhapatnam District Rural Water
Supply and Sanitation Department.
The only potable water source in Santhagandu village
was an existing open well, which was 36 metres
below the village. The villagers had to trudge down
and up to bring drinking water to their homes.
During late night, it used to be very difficult to fetch
drinking water. The open well used to get
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Several hydraulic ram operated pump schemes have
been executed in Agency areas of Visakhapatnam
District by Rural Water Supply and Sanitation
Department which are yielding good results.

and pollutionless and works without electricity. This

After the construction of this hydraulic ram gravity

innovative technology of supplying drinking water

defying pump scheme, safe potable drinking water is

could be replicated elsewhere, in India and abroad,

now available to the village 24x7 without power,

using ram operated hydraulic pumps.

since the source is a natural spring. The residents are
now very happy, and occurrence of health hazards
have diminished drastically.
It is a gravity-defying innovation that is noiseless

Paddy
Growers of
Odisha An Online
Bonanza

of produce and volume to be procured and intensive

validated with Bhulekh ( a land database maintained

manual documentation also plagued the system.

by Revenue Department, Government of Odisha).

Furthermore, an improper protocol for management

The software of Paddy Procurement Automation

of procurement centres, the absence of transparency

System (P-PAS) is integrated through a web-service

in the system, lack of farmers’ interface, inefficient

with the farmer registration software and

monitoring, etc. also marred the process. Finally,

used by all commission agents for Odisha State

manual payments to farmers through cheques led to

Civil Supplies Corporation (OSCSC) and other State

delay, losses and corruption.

procuring agencies.

The procurement of paddy is a multi-stakeholder

Operations at each level from the purchase of paddy

process and involves multiple agencies at the State

at procurement centres, which were recorded

and Central levels and people like transporters etc.

manually, are now generated by the software.

Odisha Government procures more than 60 lakh

All information and the paperwork needed

tonnes of paddy, pumping in about INR 10,000 Cr.

throughout the process of paddy procurement,

annually to the rural economy of the State.

from farmers at Paddy Purchase Centers to transport

For identification of genuine farmers and computing
their saleable surplus produce, the agricultural
land data furnished by them were linked to and

of such paddy to rice millers for de-husking are
done online. Cashless payments are made to farmers
for paddy purchase through transfer of funds to their
bank accounts.
The initiative has digitised 3000 + paddy
procurement centres, 1294 millers, and 235

With the introduction of Minimum Support Price
(MSP) for agricultural produce, food production in
India received a well-deserved fillip, as it provided
insurance to producers against any sharp fall in farm
prices. The main crop in Odisha is paddy. The State
Government has been procuring paddy from about
10 lakh farmers at multiple locations- more than
3,000 mandis (Paddy Procurement Centres) - during
Kharif and Rabi marketing seasons every year.
Though the procurement of paddy aims to benefit the
farmers, it initially suffered from problems of
improper identification of farmers, lack of farmerdatabase and harassment of farmers by middlemen.

Objectives:

warehouses which are in turn linked to about 16,000
Fair Price Shops. The automation has not only

To tide over various snags in the paddy
procurement operation and make it more
stakeholder-friendly

streamlined operations and brought in transparency

To digitise the farmer's database along with
Aadhaar numbers

payment for their paddy released to the farmers.

To automate all stages of transactions on
paddy procurement at the Society/Market Yard
level

can be customised to include all high yielding

To keep track of the progress of procurement,
optimisation of fund ﬂow, and increased
farmer participation.

throughout India.

but has also reduced the time taken for the manual
paperwork and the consequent delay in getting the

This intervention, running successfully in Odisha,
crops in different States. The platform
and processes already developed can be replicated

In addition to the above, poor decision support
system at procurement centres, the incorrect forecast
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SWM in MP is
S o l i d Wo r k M a n a g e m e n t

The worst headache for any Urban Local Body (ULB)

in the country. However, management of solid

a.k.a. Municipal Bodies is managing solid waste.

waste leaves a lot to be desired by most urban

Epidemics, diseases, filth, mosquitoes are natural

local bodies. Despite the Municipal Solid Waste

outcome of poor solid waste management. Busier a

Rules 2000 (now revised in 2016), inadequate

town, worse is its record of solid waste management

manpower, lack of technical know-how and

(SWM). Poor infrastructure, badly planned

insufficient finances, SWM continues to drag as

townships, unmitigated migration, construction

inefficiently as ever.

activities, and an inertial complacency among the
stakeholders have indeed made SWM a nightmare for
most ULBs in the country.
Well, the State Government of Madhya Pradesh
(MP) has shown a viable way to most ULBs on how
to streamline SWM as well as generate employment
and economic benefits.
The conservation of clean and healthy environment

Objective:
To effectively implement Municipal Solid
Waste Management (SWM) in bigger and
smaller Urban Local Bodies (ULBs) in the State
of Madhya Pradesh (MP).

is one of the prime concerns for every city and town

The State Government of Madhya Pradesh took the
initiative and decided to get Solid Waste
Management implemented across all ULBs in an
integrated manner by forming clusters of ULBs on
Regional Landfill Concept. It was also decided to get
it implemented through PPP (Private Public
Participation) mode, to get the financial support as
well as the technical competency of the private
operator. The clusters were designed keeping in
consideration the logistics and optimisation of waste
for making it financially and operationally viable.
The biggest problem in such service delivery projects
is not the creation of infrastructure, but the efficient
service delivery and sustainability of the project.
Thus, primary collection (door to door), secondary
collection, transportation, segregation (if required),
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waste processing and final disposal in a scientifically

only collection and transportation or waste

developed landfill is the scope of work of the private

processing which was the case with so many

operator. The regional landfill is to be situated in the

projects in India and which had till then failed.

bigger ULB of each cluster where maximum waste is
being generated. From other ULBs, primary and
secondary collection of waste was to be brought to a
lead or satellite town for transportation, processing
and final disposal of the waste. This innovative
method of implementing SWM was the first in India.
The main feature of this was that the private
operator had to provide end to end solution, not

To make projects financially stronger, it was
decided to create as many clusters in a way that
waste can be used for power generation. A total
of 5 clusters comprising of 76 ULBs shall be
producing around 67 MW of power. The impact
of this innovative approach of cluster based
solid waste management has not only brought
improvement in the quality of life of people of

bigger towns but also of smaller ULBs. Once all 27
projects covering 378 ULBs become operational by
March 2019, MP can truly boast of perhaps having
the cleanest towns in the country.
Hopefully, this fragrance of efficient SWM that
emanates from the centre of India will waft soon all
over the country.
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Th o u s a n d s m o v i n g
o n Gr e e n E n e r g y

Over 100 tonnes of iron and steel carrying thousands

obligations of the landmark Paris Agreement on

of passengers hurtling down and leaving in its wake,

climate change [Conference of Parties

pure green energy, saving on carbon footprints and

(COP)-21], ratified by India.

earning carbon credits as well. That is the new
Badarpur Escorts Mujesar (Faridabad) stretch of
Delhi Metro Rail Corporation Ltd. (DMRC). This is
the first metro rail corridor in the world to meet
daytime auxiliary power requirement from Solar
Power, and all its stations are rated PLATINUM by
Indian Green Building Council (IGBC).

To protect the environment, DMRC has
followed a two-pronged strategy to incorporate
energy conservation measures during the design
stage and to tap the potential of non-renewable
sources like solar energy. In this green-corridor,
special energy conservation measures such as
LED-based lighting, regeneration features in

An extension of the currently operational violet line

Elevators, Variable Voltage Variable Frequency

(Line 6) between ITO and Badarpur in the National

(VVVF) Drive in escalators, maximum use of

Capital Region (NCR), this Green Metro corridor is

natural ventilation, daylighting, etc. have been

in line with Government of India's mission on Solar

incorporated. Additionally, since Delhi NCR is

Energy and to reduce carbon footprints as per the

blessed with 300 days of clear sun, Solar

Objectives:
To develop a Mass Rapid Transit System (MRTS) to
Green Standards
To conserve energy and save carbon dioxide
emissions
To develop stations and the entire corridor as green
as possible, saving energy, wastage and water
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Photovoltaic (SPV) plants have been provided on all
stations and train depots.
DMRC installed about 2 MWp capacity solar plant
on the rooftops of the Green Faridabad Corridor. A
total of 13.35 MWp capacity solar power plants has
been commissioned in DMRC including parking
areas, stations, train depots, etc. An effort was made
to integrate solar PV power plants with the station
structures right from construction stage itself.
Given the success in Faridabad corridor, DMRC is
striving to make all future rooftops solar ready.
Installation of rooftop solar plants on roofs of
Faridabad Corridor is an innovative initiative. No
such plant existed on any Metro/Railways either in
India or abroad. A new Solar Policy has plans to
install 20 MWp capacity rooftop solar plants, of
which 14.1 MWp has already been commissioned,
and Power Purchase Agreements (PPA) for 31.5
MWp have been signed.
Besides being a successful model of clean energy
generation, this initiative of DMRC has also
improved the finances of the organisation. The
average tariff of electricity because of rooftop solar
PV plants in DMRC has come down by 24%. For the
plan of 50 MWp rooftop solar plants in DMRC, it is
expected to save approx. INR 375 Cr in power tariff,
apart from other Green benefits.

visited Faridabad corridor for Solar PV Plants has
greatly enhanced the image of DMRC. Given the
success of this project, similar projects are now being
taken up by Indian Railways, Kochi Metro, Chennai
Metro, Lucknow Metro and NOIDA Metro.

By going solar, DMRC has contributed significantly
in reducing Co 2 emissions also. During the year
2015-16, it has resulted in a Co 2 emission reduction
of about 1.4 kg tonnes, as Solar Plants collectively
generated more than 2 Million units.
The appreciation from national and international
media, institutions and Government agencies who
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Soul of
the
Ni g h t s

kerosene lamps with solar-powered lamps. Not only
would this help children to study in proper lighting,
but it would also provide local women to earn their
livelihood.
The initiative focuses on the development of solar
enterprise for which women self-help groups (SHG)
were formed in different clusters. In the first phase
of the project, solar study lamps were to be
disseminated to school going students and their
mothers. Members from these SHGs were then
trained and mentored to become solar entrepreneurs.
For the purpose of dissemination of lamps, women
from four federations representing four clusters in
Dungarpur District were engaged in different
capacities such as managers, assemblers, distributors
and service providers for repair and maintenance of
the lamps.
Training was provided in three broad areas:
Technical, Distribution and Repair & Maintenance.
A 10-day residential training program was initiated
for 150 women of each cluster by the master trainers
from IIT Mumbai. Technical training was provided
to the women in the areas of handling and
In a country where Bullet Trains and Hyperloops are

assembling of various electrical items such as

being considered, nestles the District of Dungarpur

multimeters, Printed Circuit Board (PCB), Solar

in Rajasthan, tucked away in the barren hills, that

Panel and other such complicated electrical

still survives on kerosene lamps and no power. A

instruments. This training enabled the women to not

District with over 70% tribal population is largely

only assemble and repair the solar lamps, but they

un-electrified, and people are dependent on kerosene

were able to handle such complicated instruments

for their lighting needs. Due to the hilly terrain and

confidently.

scattered habitation, the cost of electricity
transmission is very high.
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The second phase included covering the entire
District and direct outreach programme with the

To address the issue, solar lamps project has been

schools of the area. This is a unique initiative that

initiated under the aegis of IIT Mumbai, Rajeevika

not only provides environment-friendly solar

and District Administration. The idea was to replace

lighting solution to the households but also

empowers women from the tribal and backward
District of Rajasthan to earn their livelihood by
becoming solar entrepreneurs. Women have not only
started to assemble lamps but have also raised
awareness about solar PV technology through
vigorous campaign and distribution of the lamps.
Through this vigorous campaign, the cluster level
federations were able to distribute 40,000 lamps all
over the District. They have also created a corpus of
INR 25 lakh so far from the sale of these lamps. An
MoU has been signed between IIT Mumbai and
Rajeevika to set up a manufacturing facility for solar
panels at the District headquarters.
Involvement of SHG women in lamp assembly,
distribution and repair activities has led to

Objective:
To provide green and environment-friendly
lighting solution to each and every household
at a reasonable price.

employment generation for more than 500 women of

the District. Solar lamps, having replaced kerosene
lamps have also reduced the pollution levels of the
area substantially. As on 31 December 2016, five
solar shops, employing 16 women, who sell, repair
and maintain the solar products, are operational in
Dungarpur.
The nights at Dungarpur, as a folk song goes, these
days have found its soul in the solar lamps that have
brought brightness and smiles to the tribal
population of the area.
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Thermal
Sensor Based
Mo n i t o r i n g
System

Advantages:
Portable and cost-effective
Suitable for mass screening
No pain or radiation exposure
Ensures privacy of the patient
No trained manpower required
Simple and user-friendly

“Life’s problems wouldn’t be called ‘hurdles’ if there

cancer check-ups. Moreover, these techniques have

wasn’t a way to get over them.”

other limitations like high expenses, exposure to

Breast cancer is the most prevalent form of cancer in
India. It has been observed that there has been a

When it is night, one looks for stars. If there is a

steady increase in cases of breast cancer in India.

problem, the smart way is to look for a solution. The

One fact that is not very well known is that early

shortcomings of the prevailing detection methods

detection makes breast cancer nearly 100% curable.

gave way to the Thermal Sensor Based Monitoring

Due to the female body type in India, the early
detection and diagnosis of breast cancer is difficult.
The existing model of detection like mammography
is also unfeasible as it does not guarantee 100%
success rate. There is also a social challenge of fear
and stigma which prevents women from regular
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radiation, privacy concern of the patient and so on.

System which acts as a screening tool for breast
cancer. Centre for Materials for Electronics
Technology (C-MET) has devised this thermal sensor
probe based wearable device which can map breast
skin temperature. The device overcomes all the
limitations in the following ways.

The patient has to wear the sensor embedded vest for
15-30 minutes to record the skin temperature of the
breast which is followed by the acquisition of data.
The incorporation of Graphical User Interface
enables the doctor to view the images and find out
the approximate location of the tumour in the
breast. This device can be used extensively on a
community level because it is highly economical and
the severe cases can be figured out after the screening
which can be further handled by Public health centre
doctors.
The clinical trials of the monitoring system were
conducted at Malabar Cancer Centre, Kannur,
Kerala. 75 patients and 60 volunteers have been

examined from 14 December 2015 to 31
December 2016 using these apparatuses. When
compared, the results obtained agreed with the
standard diagnostic tools.
Breast cancer is a reality, but the disease will
surely not go by simply ignoring it. This latest
initiative of C-MET makes it easier for
communities to deploy these for early detection
and finally a happy and long life.
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Wa t e r M a n a g e m e n t
at erstwhile Gold Mines

Kolar, in Karnataka, reminds one of gold mines.

conservation through watershed development and

Alas, this place is also drought prone, with scanty

restoration of community water bodies and common

and erratic rainfall. Almost all the village tanks

lands. With support from ITC Ltd., various

irrespective of their size are dry. The District is

restoration measures like tank renovation and

known for high exploitation of groundwater with a

watershed area treatment were undertaken.

large number of deep bore wells, and the present
depth has reached 1600 plus feet.

The initiatives started with tank renovations. This
was ideal for providing a long-term solution to make

This situation was dire and could not be allowed to

the community own the process through established

go on without an innovative intervention. It was

village institutions.

critical to manage and augment water resources at
Kolar.

Then, Kolar Administration organised and facilitated
series of meetings involving different stakeholders

The Deputy Commissioner of Kolar decided to rope

like community representatives, Gram Panchayat

in the private sector’s Corporate Social

members, ITC officials, and respective line

Responsibility to improve environment and water

Departments to take the environment and water

conservation agenda forward and address the
problem.
Deputy Commissioner, Kolar started the work
by digging the soil with a crowbar while the
village leaders and elected representatives of the
Gram Panchayats joined hands. Then an earthmoving machine and four tractors started
de-silting work in the Tank. During the
implementation of various eco restoration
works, Composite Landscape Assessment and
Restoration Tool (CLART) was also used. The
tool, an interactive map on tablets or mobile
phone, would assist Panchayats, NGOs and
District officials in planning and
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in the command area of these tanks have been
recharged, and a significant amount of water is being
discharged by these borewells. This has led to a
previously unheard practice of farmers going for a
double crop. Some downstream structures are
sustaining even in pre-monsoon period thus
providing drinking water and critical irrigation.
Runoff water from a broad catchment area was
captured and given a proper gully treatment with
boulder gully plugs, thus preventing soil erosion.
Check dams with 530 cubic meters of storage
capacities have helped around 44 families. Bunds
slow down water sheet flow on the ground surface
and encourage infiltration (groundwater recharge)
and soil moisture. So field binding activities were
undertaken covering 73 farmers from 13 different
villages preventing 330.46 Ha from land erosion.
Physical interventions have helped in the
improvement of moisture regime and thus increased
shallow subsurface water levels and thereby
availability of water for longer periods for domestic
implementation of watershed or ecological
restoration efforts.

consumption, irrigation and livestock needs.
Capacity building of village community on natural

Based on the recommendations of CLART,

resource management has been the biggest advantage

various biophysical interventions were planned

of this initiative.

and implemented.
The crux of the effort lay in building on the

Now Kolar is no longer water starved, and the people
look at the future with new hope.

existing norms and wisdom of village life,
through the formation of tank user groups and
active involvement of villagers in the
implementation of the remedial measures.
The results are for all to see. Even in the peak of
summer, the tanks still had water. Due to the
percolation effects, close to 25 borewells, each
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M a n a g e m e n t a t Wo r k ,
S o l i d Wa s t e M a n a g e m e n t
i n Ta m i l Na d u

Nothing succeeds like success. And the success that

Nadu and was soon extended to all 12,524 VPs in

calls for efforts from a mass of people - from the

the State.

state administrative machinery to Village Panchayats
and common people is all the sweeter.

The VPs engage workers under the MGNREGS for
SWM activities at the rate of one worker per 150

Not long ago, however, the villages of Tamil Nadu

households (HHs). They are involved in door to door

like most of rural India were unhygienic and littered

collection of waste, segregation, transportation to

with plastic and waste. Under the Cleaner and

the dumping site, etc.

Greener Villages initiative of Government of India,
along with Mahatma Gandhi National Rural
Employment Guarantee Scheme (MGNREGS), the
State Government of Tamil Nadu decided to
implement a home-grown, low cost, high impact
solution for Solid Waste Management (SWM) in
rural areas. The initiative was taken up initially in
2,000 Village Panchayats (VPs) in the State of Tamil

Solid waste is segregated as biodegradable and
non-biodegradable before disposal. The final disposal
of solid waste is processed without contaminating
groundwater, surface water or ambient air quality.
This requires working space for segregation and
storage of recyclable waste.
The village clusters have been provided with

segregation cum storage sheds, weighing machines,
pits for composting and a sanitary landfill, in
addition to appropriate cleaning tools and
equipment. In fact, a protective layer of plastic sheet
is also provided in the sanitary landfill pit to avoid
the risk of groundwater pollution. Shredding,
cleaning and sieving machines at Block level further
processes the plastic waste that is used in laying
bituminous roads.
The outcome has been astounding. Between April
2015 and December 2016, a substantial amount of
waste has been diverted away from the rural areas.
Over 1 lakh tonnes of garbage has been disposed of
in 9,000 Village Panchayats. More than 1,000 tonnes
of Non-Recyclable Waste was sent to sanitary
landfills. Over 615 tonnes of Shredded Plastic Waste
was utilised in laying of 841.80 Kms of Bitumen Tar
(BT) roads. Also, over 2,835 tonnes of recyclable
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Objectives:
Establishing sustainable SWM system in all villages
in a phased manner.
Creating sustainable systems that are economically
affordable, socially acceptable and environmentally
effective.
Collection, removal and safe disposal of
Bio-degradable and Non-biodegradable waste with
the active participation of the village community.

plastic and other waste materials were sold by Village

officers from 10 States including a team from World

Panchayats generating a revenue of INR 73.04 lakhs.

Bank have visited Tamil Nadu to study the SWM

Compost produced from the bio-degradable waste

practices of rural Tamil Nadu.

has been sold for an additional INR 57.33 lakhs.

The testimonies and the vindication of the State’s

It was indeed a proud moment for the State of Tamil

pioneering efforts in waste management were rewards

Nadu when the Hon’ble Prime Minister directed

in themselves. Tamil Nadu is the first State in the

NITI Aayog and Ministry of Rural Development to

country to achieve universal coverage in the

study Tamil Nadu Rural SWM Model for replicating

implementation of SWM activities in the rural areas.

it in other States, especially, the 50,000 villages
under Ganga River Cleaning Project. A total of 35
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Rewa Solar Ultra
Me g a Po w e r Pr o j e c t E x e m p l a r y d e l i ve r y
o f S o l a r Po w e r

Climate change is the reality of today, renewable
energy- the energy for tomorrow.
The Government of India has made a commitment in
COP21 (Conference of Parties-21) to generate
100,000 MW of solar power by 2022. The target is
challenging to achieve, as it calls for massive increase
in its procurement. Also, solar energy does not find
many takers mainly due to the high tariff.
To address the issue, Rewa Ultra Mega Solar Limited
(RUMSL), a joint venture between Madhya Pradesh
Urja Vikas Nigam Limited (MPUVNL) and Solar

Energy Corporation of India was initiated. The

The unique features of the project are

main aim of the initiative is to provide low

Innovative power purchase agreements with
consumers like MP Power Management Company
and Delhi Metro Rail Corporation (DMRC, an
inter-state customer)

tariff solar power.
The features enhanced efficiency and
transparency and developed the bankability of
the project.
Specifically designed reverse auction procedure
for selection of bidders was an innovative shift
from the traditional method. The procedure
gives unprecedented flexibility to the bidders
and helps the Government to discover the most
optimum price. RUMSL is the first solar project
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State Government guarantee in the form of payment
security and bankable contracts/agreements
Energy based optimum scheduling.

in India to avail World Bank loan under the Clean

The outcomes of the initiative are as follows:

Technology Fund (CTF) at a super concessional

Massive market response: 14 domestic companies
and six international companies made bid for 7,500
MW against the 750 MW capacity tendered

interest rate of 0.25%.
Due to unique features and innovative approach, the
project achieved a low tariff milestone and
contributed to the development of robust standard
project agreements for solar power projects in the
country. It attracted reputed investors to the State of
Madhya Pradesh and showcased the State as an
attractive investment destination.

Tenders from International investors from Japan,
France, Canada, etc.
Private investment of approx. INR 4500 Cr. (USD 700
mn) mobilised
Greenhouse gas emissions reduced by approx.
1 million tonne every year

Land acquisition is a major challenge in development
projects leading to public resentment and delay in
the project. RUMSL is highly successful in this
regard as large parcels of land (1590 hectares) were
procured smoothly and without any delay. Social
responsibility is a remarkable feature of the project
as it promoted local area development by providing
employment and education opportunities to the
people of the area and improved basic infrastructure.
A specific allocation of funds for Local Area
Development has also been made.
The project has indeed marked a watershed moment
in solar power generation in India where States, and
not just Central Public Sector Undertakings, take the
initiative and deliver on the commitment made by
the nation in COP21.
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Ta c k l i n g t h e
Big C in
Te l a n g a n a

Cervical cancer constitutes 13% of all cancers in

aged 15-44 years. In India, around 1.22 Lakh women

Nizamabad District. A deeper enquiry revealed six

women globally. It is the second most common cancer

are diagnosed with cervical cancer and around 67

cases of cervical cancer in a population of 2000. This

in women worldwide and the most common in India.

thousand die from this disease every year.

high proportion of cervical cancer needed immediate

India has a population of 432.2 million women aged
15 years and older who are at a risk of developing
cancer. It is the second most common cancer in women

The District Collector during her field visits to villages

intervention.

of Telangana noticed the incidence of cervical cancer

Given the mammoth size of the program, strategies

in villages of Mudakpally and Amrabad Thanda in

were drawn to converge staff of allied departments of

Objectives:
To highlight the incidence and prevalence of cancer
among rural and urban poor women at State and
National levels
To routinely screen for cervical abnormalities that can
detect early stage cancer and precancerous conditions
and early treatment of such conditions to impede the
progress of this invasive disease
To create general awareness among women that
cervical cancer is caused by viruses, which spreads
sexually and the disease is curable if screened or
detected early
To create general awareness about hygiene and
cleanliness of genital areas
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an opportunity to identify the high-risk women.
Hopefully, this program will ensure that the women of
the area can fight the dreaded disease better.

health at all functional levels. Participation of people’s
representatives, NGOs, and Indian Medical
Association (IMA) was also ensured. Convergence
meetings were conducted at Gram Panchayat, Block
and District Level. Particular focus was given to
remote and urban slums with exclusive and intense
efforts. Special training was also conducted at
Anganwadi Centres, Sub-Centres, Primary Health
Centres, and Community Health Centre levels.
Pilot Screening cum Training Programs were
conducted for health staff (Medical Officers, Auxiliary
Nurse Midwives, Public Health Nurse and
Supervisors). Based on learnings from the pilot, the
program was expanded throughout the District. The
initiative has created a lot of awareness about the
reproductive health of the rural women and provided
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Synergy worth
Emulating

For a change, Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)

companies. Being a new facet for most corporates, it

micro level or duplicating existing structures or are

acquired valuable overtones in the Districts of

poses many challenges such as identifying a project

ad-hoc activities that have little or no long-term

Vadodara and Ahmedabad. A Large number of

that will make a true difference to the community,

impact on the stakeholders.

responsible corporate houses in Vadodara &

co-coordinating Government approvals and

Ahmedabad are utilising their financial and other

permissions identifying which Government

resources to bring about a positive change in the

Gepartment to contact. Post that, zeroing in on

community. The District Collectorate has constituted

interventions that will provide a high social Return

a District CSR Cell to advise, assist, facilitate and

on Investment (RoI), getting to know about ongoing

collaborate with corporates to make CSR

projects which if supported by the corporates will

investments more meaningful and effective.

yield exponential results, etc. Many times,

The newly amended Section 135 of the Companies
Act has imposed substantial CSR obligation on

unknowingly, some of these activities are
inadvertently replicating Government's work at a

A District CSR Coordination Committee was set up
with participation from senior Government Officers
in charge of priority sectors i.e. education, health &
nutrition, livelihood, infrastructure and support for
underprivileged/weaker section, select NGOs and the
private sector. Heritage development is slated to be
included in the next phase.
Guidelines for the functioning of the CSR

Objectives:
To monitor the impact of CSR activities on the Human
Development Index (HDI) of District/state
To act as a hub and integrate projects by different corporates
to create a consolidated large scale transformation with
demonstrable results
To function as a bridge between different stakeholders. i.e.
corporates, NGOs, industry associations and other
stakeholders
To dovetail corporate CSR efforts so that they synergize with
existing Government programmes
To avoid duplication of Government projects by corporates
To share best practices in CSR among corporates and other
stakeholders
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and film have also been one of the mandates of this
cell.
The efforts have indeed borne fruit. More than INR
Seven Cr. CSR Funds have been collected by the
District CSR Cell. Swasth Vatsalya Yojana for
healthy delivery with nutritional and medical
intervention has supported more than 400 women in
8 talukas of the District. More than INR Five Cr. of
CSR Funds has been invested in developing Child
Care Institutions (CCIs) across the District.
Corporates have also adopted several of these CCIs
and villages.
The synergistic participation among the Government,
NGOs and the private sector have indeed paved a
CSR path that will be followed in other corners of
the country in the years to come.

Committee were formulated. Education, livelihood

Training and skill building initiatives were

promotion and cleanliness were a few of the primary

taken up in collaboration with corporates and

interventions selected under the CSR programme. In

existing educational institutions.

education, the emphasis is to supplement
infrastructure so that more students are encouraged
to attend school, and the schools are empowered to
provide better education. Building toilet blocks,
modernising science laboratories in secondary
schools, and introducing healthy mid-day meal
schemes were few of the activities undertaken.

Corporates have also been roped in for
livelihood promotion through SHGs (Self Help
Groups) focusing on women and for addressing
the gaps in household sanitation and drinking
water. Restoration and conservation of heritage
sites, development of heritage museum and
documentation of Vadodara's heritage in print
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Rampur and Lanjigarh Blocks are
two tribal dominated vulnerable
pockets of Kalahandi amid the
hills and hillocks of this barren
land. Several perennial streams
wind through these two tribal
dominated blocks crisscrossed by
mountains, valleys and hills, but
there were no means to utilise the
resources. The population had to
trudge long distances to fetch
water. The 12 Ashram schools in

Kalahandi,
where Gravity
brings Water!

cultivation, this has also
enhanced the income of the
stakeholders substantially, and
the health quotient of the
population has also shown a
significant improvement.
The 12 residential Ashram
schools,
now getting piped water have
also received a facelift. Besides
getting drinking water round the

the middle of 35 villages of these

clock, kitchen gardens have also

two Blocks had no access to safe

developed. To ensure hygienic

drinking water for consumption.

food, steam cooking has been

Water for irrigation was also a

introduced by heating the piped water in large steel

rare commodity.

inadequacy of the area - lack of access to water!

To fetch drinking water lady members had to climb

Also, in Kalahandi, the livelihood of people

into the healthiest form of cooking and helped the

long distance in the rocky path. Unhygienic water

is mostly dependent on forest and shifting

children lead a healthy lifestyle. The estimated cost

consumption was leading to Diarrhoea like fatal

cultivation, which degrades the environment and is

of each of such Steam Cooking projects is only INR

diseases. All their woes pointed to just one

not economically viable.

4 lakhs.

The District Administration of Kalahandi found an

All this, without the use of electricity or even solar

innovative way to meet the objectives. Two

power. With the installation of showers and taps,

innovative schemes - Gravity Based Water Supply

water is available round the clock for household and

System and Steam Cooking System - have been

schools. 31 such gravity based water supply projects

introduced in these inaccessible areas.

have benefited 35 villages and 12 Ashram schools

Objectives:

This innovative initiative included channelizing

vats. These projects in Ashram Schools have turned

which were hitherto deprived of getting safe
drinking water for consumption and irrigation at

To provide water and means of irrigation to the
subsistence farmers of the villages in the blocks of
Rampur and Lanjigarh.

stream water in the mountains through underground
clock to the downhill areas. Through this innovative

The lands have turned green. And, 1328 households

To ensure supply of potable water in the villages of
these two blocks

project of gravity based water supply system

and 3635 students now lead a happy life.

pipes, both for irrigation & drinking, round the

adequate water is now able to reach the stakeholders,
bringing greenery & potable piped water supply to
their doorsteps. Each of the Gravity based water
Supply Projects cost between INR 3 to 8 lakhs.
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Besides checking shifting

their doorstep.

Babycare,
a Birthright!

The Directorate of Public Health has

Objectives:

implemented many innovative

To improve maternal and child health care in Tamil
Nadu on par with developed nations

healthcare activities in Tamilnadu to
improve the Mother Child Health
(MCH) care. Among various

To reduce Infant mortality below 13 by 2017

activities, the State has also launched

To reduce Maternal mortality below 44 by 2017

Amma Baby Care Kit Scheme since
2015. These Kits were provided to all
new babies born in Government
Health Facilities.

To inculcate the habit of hygienic practices among
the mothers for self and baby care
Reduce neonatal and maternal infections

Simple things can make a huge
difference. A towel can protect the
infant from hypothermia, clothing to
the newborn can protect from dust,
insect bites, irritants and allergens.
A soft, eco-friendly bed with a baby
mosquito net. The Amma Kit also

health and improve lactation, also forms a part of the

a part of the kit.

planning, preconception, prenatal and postnatal care
to reduce maternal morbidity and mortality. While
infant mortality rate is very high in India, not all die
at birth. It is the lack and improper post-delivery
care of babies that kill most children.
In Tamilnadu, the State Government decided to focus
on postpartum baby care in impoverished families.

mild soap to maintain hygiene.

Shampoo, Baby Soap and a Soapbox.

practices, a Baby Nail Clipper is also

encompasses the health care dimensions of family

mothers are also encouraged to bathe or shower with

Medicines beneficial to postnatal mothers to restore

nails. To avoid such unhygienic

pregnancy, childbirth and the postpartum period. It

and after touching the garbage, etc. Postnatal

has Napkins, Baby Oil, Baby

Mothers bite off a baby’s growing

Maternal Health is the health of women during

eating, before feeding the baby, after using the toilet

Though the newborn is actively watched by members
of the family, many are unaware about the milestones
of growth and development. A baby rattle in the kit
is used to assess the visual and auditory response of
the newborn. This rattle reflects in the early outcome
of speech. A small soft rubber, non-irritant and
non-allergic toy are also provided to attract the baby

kit. This baby care kit has a budget of INR 50 Cr. per
year. Each year, over 6,70,270 kits are procured and
supplied through Tamil Nadu Medical Services
Corporation. Till date, 7,83,347 mothers and babies
have benefited from this Scheme.
Due to the successful implementation of innovative
activities, Tamilnadu today ranks as second lowest in
IMR (Infant Mortality Rate) and third lowest in
MMR (Maternal Mortality Rate) among major states
in India.
The baby care kit is doing its job.

towards the sound created when the toy is pressed.
Postnatal mothers are encouraged to use Liquid Hand
Wash after changing napkins or cleaning up the
newborn, before and after preparing food, before
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RoR on K iosks
Nothing is more daunting in this country than
dealing with land records. In the village of Fetari,
Gramin Taluka, near Nagpur, buying and selling of
land used to be a nightmare because of difficulty in
getting RoR (Record of Rights) that was issued only

Objective:

by Talathi or at the Setu office. Farmers had to visit

Provide citizens with a 24x7 facility to avail of 7/12
enquiry/print services

these offices and had to wait in queue for getting
RoR in time. Several other problems like 7/12
extracts, mutation, notations, etc. also existed, till
the Government decided to have self-service kiosks
to issue RoR
The farmers used to face problems with embossment
of Digital Signature Certificate (DSC) on RoR for
authentication purpose along with the signing issue
of 7/12. The 7/12 document is an extract from the

placing a digital signature on RoR.

land register of the District, maintained by the

The emphasis was on mutations management and to

Revenue Department of the State Government of

provide services and networks that enable farmers to

Maharashtra.

view their mutations and ownership more efficiently

The Self Service Kiosk / vending machine solved
most of these problems. These kiosks are equipped
with Internet, Printer and DSC authority. After a
lot of effort from, vendor, District Administration
and inputs from NIC (National Informatics Centre),
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a software program was prepared which succeeded in

at a lower cost. Particular attention was given to
correctness of RoR by respective Talathi, and all
necessary operations were carried out before
rendering the RoR to farmers. NIC also provided
web services.

The vendor through connectivity provided by NIC

Since RoR is now available with a simple finger

places digital signature of Circle officer / Talathi on

touch by the user, there is no longer any need to

RoR output which is rendered in a PDF format.

visit Talathi office in person. This also prevents

Kiosks accept INR 20 in the denomination of a

any favouritism and vested interest, thus

single INR 20 note or 2 notes of INR 10 or 2 coins

reducing corruption. The Self-service Kiosk has

of INR 10 and generate receipt and print a digitally

enabled the District Administration to bring

signed 7/12. The entire flow is online.

complete transparency in the revenue circle as

RoR are needed by farmers and villagers for availing

far as the issue of RoR is concerned.

loans from the bank and for various Government

These kiosks are user-friendly and can be

agriculture schemes and also to show ownership etc.

operated by any person. The system will be

made available in all Tehsil offices in the first stage
and after that at other big villages too. The Land
Records thus will be available without making the
rounds of tehsil office. This will result in enhancing
the image of the Revenue Department by reducing
corruption and increasing transparency, specifically
given the Government's policy of digitisation under
Digital India Abhiyan.
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Gre e n Energ y
at R ailways Se cund erab ad

Secunderabad, the twin suburb of Hyderabad is a
bustling railway station at all times. There was an
ever-growing demand for energy. It was time to meet
additional energy needs through clean and green
sources. The South Central Railway, Secunderabad
Division, Electrical Maintenance General Services
Department decided to add some solar power to its
repertoire.
For Environment Conservation, it was decided to
put up a grid solar plant. The authorities
commissioned a 525 kWp On Grid solar power plant
at Secunderabad, and Bellampalli stations, as well as

Objectives:
Environment Conservation
Energy Conservation
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Outcomes:
Energy savings due to Green energy (solar) = 9.49 Lakh
kWh
Reduction of carbon footprints = 759 Tonnes
Savings of INR 76.92 Lakhs
Energy savings due to LED lighting & other conservation
measures = 12.48 Lakh kWh
Reduction of carbon footprints = 657 Tonnes
Savings of INR 101.88 Lakhs
Total Energy savings to the extent of 21.97 kWh units
Reduction of carbon footprints by 1416 Tonnes
Savings of INR 177.95 Lakhs

at Sanchalan Bhavan, Secunderabad. Thirty solar

Other initiatives like timers for high masts, water

Energy savers for Welding Transformers resulted in a

pumps of varying capacity were provided over

coolers, pumps, optimised compressor pressure

reduction by 268 kW, and 5.14 lakh kWH energy

Secunderabad Division for water supply to stations,

settings, temperature settings of AC units and

saving was achieved, saving a sum of INR 41.67

workshops & railway colonies.

voltage settings of power transformers were also

Lakhs. The precision AC unit in the Passenger

undertaken.

Reservation System building at Secunderabad

For energy conservation, many different initiatives

reduced energy to the extent of 1.08 lakh kWh and

were undertaken. A total of 47 stations were made

As a result of these initiatives, from May, 2015 to

100% LED compatible to maintain uniform and

December, 2016. a total of 6.60 lakh kWh solar

enhanced Lux levels over conventional fittings.

power was generated and savings achieved to the

Seventy-three energy savers were provided for

tune of INR 53.46 lakhs. Carbon footprint was also

welding transformers at workshops at the stations.

reduced by 528 tonnes. Total energy savings due to

Secunderabad has indeed shown us a way of how

Automation of pumps was integrated through GPRS

solar pumping was to the tune of 2.89 lakh kW,

minor adjustments with new technology can help the

over Secunderabad Division to maintain required

saving an amount of INR 23.46 Lakhs. Carbon

environment, make energy efficient, and save lakhs of

water levels in the overhead tanks as well as to avoid

footprint also got reduced by 231 tonnes. The LED

rupees.

overflowing of water, thus reducing power

lighting connected load reduced by 145.28 kW, and

consumption.

energy savings to the extent of 5.30 Lakh kWh was

saved INR 8.74 Lakhs. The pump automation
reduced energy consumption to the extent of 0.96
Lakh kWh and savings in terms of INR 7.83 lakhs.

achieved, saving a net amount of INR 42.95 Lakhs.
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S o l a r Po w e r f o r
H o t St e e l

Objectives:
To design and develop a solar thermal system for vaporising
LPG
To design a system for converting liquid form of LPG stored
in pressurised tanks into gaseous form for use in industrial
heat treatment furnaces through recuperative heat exchange
between water heated by solar water heater and LPG

treatment of steel is carried out in furnaces
designed for the application temperatures.
These furnaces burn fuel to raise the temperature to
the required levels. LPG is frequently used as fuel
for these operations.
The furnaces carry out various heat treatment
processes like stress relieving, normalising,
tempering, solution annealing, etc., on cold-formed
alloy steel materials. LPG is stored in the liquid
form inside pressurised storage vessel bullets.
Bharat Heavy Electricals Limited, Tiruchirappalli,
Tamilnadu developed a solar thermosiphon
vaporising apparatus that comprises a set of flat plate
Liquefied Petroleum Gas, LPG, is used as a

electrical heating coils. This called for a very high

solar thermal collectors and a separator.

combustion fuel for heat treatment furnaces.

consumption of electricity, and it was also

Cold potable water from a reservoir is fed into the

The liquid LPG is converted to gaseous form by

prone to accidents.

separator of the apparatus. During the heat

passing it through a hot water bath inside vaporisers
with crisscrossing sets of hollow tubes.
The LPG accumulates heat from the water and slowly
gets converted to gaseous LPG. The earlier
methodology involved heating the water bath using
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Heavy engineering corporations use various alloys of
steel as raw materials for their products. Any
productive operation like cutting, welding, cold and

transfer process, hot water is generated inside the
thermal collectors and is stored in the top portion of
the separator.

hot forming, etc., results in deformation of material

Hot water generated from the apparatus is fed into

structures and loss of mechanical strength. Heat

the water bath inside the vaporiser. The cold water

from inside the vaporiser is drained out using a
pump. The water bath inside the vaporiser contains
hot water with temperature in excess of 65 degree
Celsius. This hot water then converts the liquid LPG
to vapour by recuperative heat transfer. Thus the
apparatus provides safe and efficient gasification of
liquid LPG without using hitherto prevalent electric
oils for use as fuel in heat treatment furnaces of
industries.
The solar thermosiphon LPG vaporiser provided
various benefits and impacts to the organisation. It
ensured the use of clean and renewable solar thermal
energy for converting LPG from liquid to vapour form.
Solar thermal energy is abundantly available in nature
and doesn’t deplete over time. The system provides
complete safety in the gasification/vaporisation process
by eliminating electric elements which can cause risk
of fire or fire explosion when in contact with the
highly flammable LPG.

The solar vaporiser has been able to save electrical
energy to the tune of 216 kWh units per annum.
This translates to a saving of INR 18.36 crore per
annum. A request for a patent for this invention has
been filed by BHEL.
Indeed, we do have a few heroes in our PSUs, India’s
‘temples of democracy’.
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Ta k i n g Ta m i l
Na d u A r t i s a n s t o
the world

Objectives:
To reengineer and automate key processes
Use of e-commerce to increase market access of artisans
Enhance customer-response and customer experience
through ﬂexible, reliable and effort-free purchase
Increase accountability and transparency through digital
governance

The revolution in ICT has made the interlinkage

The introduction of 3D Designing and 3D

between local and global smoother than ever. Being

Printing led to new and contemporary designs,

glocal is the new buzzword.

therefore, expanding the market. Besides, there

In 2014-15, the Tamil Nadu Handicrafts
Development Corporation (known by its brand name
Poompuhar) envisioned holistic growth of the
organisation through innovation. To achieve this
vision, it was important that the artisans who create
exquisite handmade products made a foray into the
global market, make a profit and prosper.
However, there were several bottlenecks in this
transition. The corporation identified five key areas
that needed to be revamped and redesigned.

system too. It is an "Anytime, Anywhere"
organisation now. Through the use of Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) software, the 15
showrooms and seven production centres across
India are connected with the corporate office at
Chennai. Moreover, new accounting, attendance
and surveillance system are also in place to
improve staff efficiency.
Manual billing added to the woes of the
customer and had also constrained the scope for

For marketing, an integrated approach was adopted

optimising sales and inventory management.

through the use of e-commerce sites, social media,

Therefore, centralised billing software has been

e-repository of artisan and skills, craft cafes, urban

installed.

haats, radio promotions, etc.
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was a complete overhaul of the administrative

Considering the significance of the initiative,

the corporation received substantial funding from
the Government of Tamil Nadu and the Government
of India to improve infrastructure; create web-based
e-Repository of Artisans and their Skills, and
establish a Design Research and Development Centre
(DRDC).
The innovative model has received the National
e-Governance Silver Award 2016 instituted by
Department of Administrative Reforms & Public
Grievances.
Tamil Nadu art adorning being appreciated by all is
the bigger award.

The initiative had the following outcomes:
Growth in sales with the implementation of the initiative
Establishment of a Design Research and Development
Centre using 3D designing and 3D printing helped to foray
into the souvenir market
New revenue system generated through the interior
designing project with Government and Private
Organisations
Reduced time in production and procurement decisions.
Improvement in customer experience
Increased conﬁdence among staff and artisans
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Tw o B i r d s w i t h
o n e St o n e G u j a r a t S o l a r Po w e r

Under the aegis of Gujarat Industries Power
Company Limited, the state innovated an
agro-electric model of a sustainable solar plant with
dual use of land and water for energy and food
security.
Government of India has prepared a plan to scale- up
development of Grid- Connected Solar Power. Under
the National Solar Mission, the Government of India
has made a plan to scale up 20,000 MW of
grid-connected solar to 1,00,000 MW by 2022. To
achieve a capacity of this magnitude, the total
surface area required would be almost 2 lakh hectare.
Getting relatively flat terrain land of such magnitude
is a major hurdle for National Solar Mission for
India where land is a very scarce resource, and most
of the population in the rural area is engaged in
agriculture activity.
Soon after the design of Prototype Module Mounting
Structure for the solar panels, a shadow analysis was
carried out by using computer software to see the

effect of sunlight under the Panel and between two
rows of arrays. This was done primarily to select cash
crops, which can grow under the available sunlight
under the solar panels. The construction of a
specially designed drip irrigation network resulted in
a reduction of the project cost.
By December 2016, the pilot projects and
experiments on various Kharif crops had been
completed successfully, and the next set of
experiments on Rabi crops were under observation
with agriculture universities. Initial results in the
growth of agriculture produce are entirely
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electricity, during the daytime, for irrigation by
solar pump throughout the year is an added
Objectives:
To generate solar power along with full-ﬂedged agriculture
activities

benefit. This will also make sowing possible for
more than one season. The shade-loving crops
under the solar panels present new market
opportunities.

To produce green energy with dual use of precious resources
like land and reuse of water for irrigation

This electro-agro project of Gujarat indeed

Minimise energy losses in transmission.

energy and agriculture that could well become

Research and experiments of various crops in consultation
with Agriculture Universities to study crop yield within solar
project compared to crop yield in normal agriculture ﬁeld
with same soil /climatic conditions

heralds a novel experiment in combining green
the trend of India’s agro future.

To generate an alternative source of income for farmers/
village local body.
To act as a Risk mitigation tool- against crop failure because
of drought, ﬂood, etc.

satisfactory and similar projects can be replicated on
a larger scale. Almost 90% to 95% of the land can be
used for agriculture. For 1 MW Solar power, about
2.1 Ha to 2.5 Hectare of land is required. About
25%-30% of the shaded area can also be utilised for
agriculture because of the gap between two solar
panels.
This solar power project has proved to be one of the
best drought mitigation tools for farmers, as farmers
would get a fixed amount of revenue from the solar
developer as lease rent or as revenue-share. Free
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Seeding the Seed
Jo u r n e y i n O d i s h a

Seed is the pivotal point of agricultural

Objectives:

development. Keeping eyes on the critical role of

To effectively integrate all seed related verticals
currently working in silos

seed in the field of agriculture, the government has
launched many schemes to make quality seeds
available to farmers at a reasonable cost. However,
there was always an element of doubt regarding the
beneficiaries of the targeted subsidies, as some

To incorporate Direct Beneﬁt Transfer (DBT) Scheme
for the State of Odisha in a more transparent,
cohesive and seamless manner

transactions were believed to be fictitious. There
were no concrete records of actual farmers who were
in the fold of seed production and seed usage. It was
an ordeal to track the dealer network and the sale of
all notified seeds.
Even for the dealer, getting commission became very
lengthy and sometimes took more than six months.
Procedure for claiming subsidy through Direct

Benefit Transfer (DBT) programme without the
presence of any Digital mode may well be
considered as a story of Arabian Nights. Systems
were working in silos and not integrated with
others, resulting in poor management and
poorer decision making capability.
In Odisha, six seed-related verticals - Seed
Certification, Seed Licensing, Seed Inventory,
Farmers’ Registration, Dealer-to-farmer
transaction, Mobile/Web module and Public
Financial Management System (PFMS)
Integrated Subsidy Disbursement System - are
being planned to be integrated into a holistic
approach to address all seed related transactions
with the farmers.
In a nutshell, there are six major verticals of
information systems related to seeds which have
been integrated to provide perhaps the most
robust as well as automated DBT solution for
seed transaction. The Seed Certification System
ensures the quality of seed production process.
Seed Licensing System deals with the issue,
renewal as well as amendment of dealership
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licenses. Seed Inventory Management System is used
by all seed suppliers. Farmers’ Registration module
registers the farmers and validates their accounts.
Dealer-to-Farmer Transaction system is very useful
to trace the sale to the registered farmers and the last
is the sixth vertical that is PFMS Integrated Subsidy
Disbursement System for subsidy calculation and
distribution.
Seed Certification System automates the complete
workflow covering the seed grower registration
through online payment, verification, field
inspection through a tablet-based application with
geo-tagged photographs, issue of threshing
certificate, seed quality testing and issue of tag
certificates.
As the first level of system integration, only those
lots with assigned tag certificate by the certification
agency are integrated in real time with Seed
Inventory System. The supplier distributes the
certified seed lots to only those seed dealers who are
registered under the Seed Licensing system as the
second level integration between the Seed Inventory
and Seed Licensing system. This Seed Inventory
System provides traceability of lot numbers from

solution. Now a farmer can get subsidy within three

supplier to the dealer level.

days and dealer gets commission instantly. Each seed

National Informatics Centre (NIC) as the technical
partner, devised a methodology based on the most
cutting-edge Artificial Intelligence to fuzzy match
the names, reducing the mountainous task of a

bag at the farmer’s end is traceable up to the dealer
who sold, the supplier who supplied, the godown
where it was stored, the lab where it was tested, and
the seed grower who produced.

manual match. Thanks to this online integration,

Today, both the farmer and the dealer are happy, and

almost 18 lakh farmers were registered. Over 3.5

a happy ecosystem ensures increased productivity.

lakh farmers received a subsidy.
Subsidy disbursement through DBT mode is now a
completely hassle-free, automated and integrated
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Saving Boiler Coal Bhilai Steel Plant

quantum reduction in boiler coal consumption and
boiler coal bill. Maximum consumption of
by-product gases reduces flaring and helps in
achieving environmental compliance as well.
The temples of modern India, still have devotees
whose faith is legendary and exemplary, as the BSP
experience clearly displays.

Ingenuity is not a monopoly of only the genius. The

turbo-blowers for supplying air blast to the Blast

blue-collared, with a little bit of encouragement and

Furnaces.

support, can match the best, as the workers of Bhilai
Steel Plant (BSP) showed. BSP, an integrated steel
plant of 4 Million tonnes Crude Steel production
capacity, is the flagship unit of Steel Authority of
India Limited (SAIL).

However, being an old steel plant, the age of most of
its machinery and equipment had started affecting
the efficiency of the unit.
The boilers of captive power plant (PP-I) of Bhilai
Steel Plant can be fired using by-product gases as
well as boiler coal. Over the years, the consumption
of boiler coal in PP-I had increased to around 50-70
Kg per tonne of steam due to less availability of

Objectives:
Achieve saving in Boiler Coal consumption by
optimisation of steam load and judicious allocation
of by-product gases in boilers
Minimise boiler coal consumption by optimising
steam load of the boilers
Meet environmental norms

by-product gases, especially Carbon Monoxide (CO)
gas because of ageing and deteriorating health of the

Phase wise repair of the existing Coke Oven Batteries
to reduce cross leakages and improve CO Gas yield
Expediting the commissioning of the new energy
efﬁcient Coke Oven Battery
Modifying Gas burner design of some of the boilers
Optimising the steam load of boilers to reduce
wastage and consumption of fuel

Coke Oven Batteries. Since the boilers of PP-I are
also old, the steam load of the boilers could not be
optimised, which also resulted in increased fuel
consumption.
In collaboration with Research & Development
Centre for Iron & Steel (RDCIS), the burners of the
boilers were modified to increase the consumption of
blast furnace gases. Further, to improve the yield of
Coke Oven Gas so that more Coke Oven Gas is
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The initiatives undertaken to reduce boiler coal
consumption were:

BSP has its captive power plant (PP-I) which is

available for use in boilers, phase wise repairs of the

equipped with six boilers of 150 Tonnes per hour

existing Coke Oven Batteries was undertaken

capacity that produces superheated steam at 39-40

concurrently along with the commissioning of a new

Atmospheric pressure at 450-degree centigrade

energy efficient, 7 metres tall Coke Oven Battery no.

temperature. Most of this steam is used to run

11. These initiatives have helped in achieving a

The outcome is evident:
Reduction in boiler coal consumption from around
13 Kg/T of Steam to 5 Kg/T of Steam within a year
Reduction in boiler coal bill from approximately
INR 27 Cr. in 2014-15 to INR 18.5 Cr. in the period
April 2015 - December 2016
Improvement in Coke Oven Gas yield from
around 320 Normal Cubic Metres per ton of
Dry Charge to 322 Normal Cubic Metres per ton of Dry
Charge in just about a year

Mission Zero
Casualty

problems. Settlements along rivers,

Objectives:

creeks, low-lying areas and houses

To build a resilient society capable of facing natural
disasters with minimal disruptions

nearby of large trees was mapped. All
settlements within 5 kilometres of the
coast and people living in kutcha
(non-permanent) houses within 20
kilometres of the coast were identified

To be prepared for natural calamities like cyclones
and typhoons
To plan for zero casualties against natural disasters

for total evacuation.
India’s vulnerability to natural disasters is one of the
key reasons for its underdevelopment, and it causes a
severe drain on resources. Odisha is singularly the
most impacted state in the country facing floods,
cyclone, heat wave and drought at alarming
regularity and often simultaneously. While the
magnitude and timing of such disasters are beyond
control, effective management during the
pre-disaster, emergency and reconstruction phases
can significantly lessen the impact by arresting the
loss of life and destruction to private as well as
public properties.
In October 2016, Special Relief Commissioner
(SRC), Odisha announced Mission Zero Casualty
when faced with the threat of Very Severe Cyclonic
Storm Kyant. The genesis of such a Mission lay in
the innovations and extraordinary efforts of Odisha
during its response to Cyclone Phailin three years
ago. Recognised as the largest peacetime evacuation
in recorded history, the approach for Mission Zero
Casualty centred around detailed planning and

Safety of shelter buildings, provisioning for food,
drinking water and sanitation, security of women
and accessibility for differently-abled, infirm and
children were some of the aspects considered.
Institutional and community buildings were
preferred. Since the cost of the evacuation was from
Government funds allocated by SRC, the stress was
on the importance of keeping the evacuations to
minimum duration and least distance. An approach
involving local opinions and elected representatives
along with extensive outreach through mass media
and localised campaigns using public address systems
and drum beating were taken up.
The Cyclone Shelter Management and Maintenance
Committees were geared up to keep the
multi-purpose cyclone shelters in readiness to

Mission Zero, it was restored in all parts of the State

accommodate people. Mock drills along with

excluding the core affected area of Ganjam and Puri

test-checking of the equipment were taken up in

Districts within 48 hours. Similarly, major roads

each of the shelters. They were also instructed to

were cleared within 48 hours while it had taken

keep adequate food material, drinking water, fuel for

almost a month in 1999.

cooking, generator fuel and replenish first aid kits.

Mission Zero Casualty was so effective in achieving

seamless evacuation of one million people from

The success of Mission Zero Casualty can be judged

its desired outcomes that Margareta Wahlstorm,

vulnerable areas.

by the fact that the death toll from Cyclone Phailin

Special Representative (Disaster Risk Reduction) of

was limited to 21 in contrast to nearly 10,000 in the

UN Secretary General Office felicitated the Odisha

comparable Super Cyclone of 1999. While

Chief Minister with a citation stating that the UN

restoration of electricity in 1999 to the State Capital

considers this as a role model to replicate across

Bhubaneswar took more than a fortnight, post

the globe.

The planning of evacuations was overseen by SRC in
close coordination with District Collectors, who
were provided instructions and guidance to resolve
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Citizens on a
R o a d Pr o w l

The roads built under Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak
Yojana are important for the rural connectivity to
urban areas. Experience has demonstrated that
building infrastructure under the programme did not
create the much-needed ownership amongst the road
users, particularly amongst the local citizen. It was
felt that in addition to the Government monitoring
the state of rural roads, the local population also
needed to have a stake in the state of their roads.
The Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak Yojana (PMGSY)
was launched by the Government of India to provide
all weather access by constructing good quality,
well-engineered roads to eligible unconnected
habitations. The Programme aims at providing
all-weather connectivity to unconnected habitations
with a population of 500 and above in normal areas
and 250 and above in Hill and Special Category areas.
The National Rural Roads Development Agency
(NRRDA), established by Ministry of Rural
Development, Government of India, provides

The project envisaged participation of common

technical and managerial support to the States for

citizens, the actual beneficiaries. A citizen friendly

implementing the mega scheme. In order to ensure

toolkit was developed that can be used by anyone

that road constructed under the programme are of

with minimal training to monitor the quality of a

requisite quality standards, a unique three tier

road. The project has been implemented in seven

quality monitoring system was instituted which

States namely Assam, Jharkhand, Karnataka,

proved to be quite successful over the years.

Meghalaya, Odisha, Rajasthan and Uttarakhand. The

Based on the experience of implementing the
programme in last 15 years, it was important to
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process of monitoring has been tested in various
States of India.

involve road users to own and contribute to the

To properly address the issue, a Mobile Application,

monitoring of quality, both during construction and

‘Meri Sadak’ was developed for seeking road users’

post construction. NRRDA, in collaboration with 7

feedback as well as their complaints regarding

State Rural Roads Development Agencies (SRRDAs)

unsatisfactory quality, the slow pace of construction

and Public Affairs Centre (PAC), an NGO based in

etc. It was also felt that besides giving voice to the

Bengaluru, Karnataka, has piloted a citizen

citizen through Mobile Application, they needed to

monitoring of PMGSY roads projects in select States.

be educated on quality aspects of work during

Objective:
To involve road users to own and contribute to the
monitoring of quality both during construction and post
construction duration of PMGSY roads, which would further
add value to the money spent on the programme.

construction and maintenance period. The tutorials
developed jointly by NRRDA and Project Appraisal
Committee (PAC) has played a significant role in
educating the rural masses and developing a sense of
ownership towards the rural road infrastructure in
their locality.
As a part of the project, classroom and field training
for citizen volunteers was provided to enable them to
act as citizen monitors. Print and visual teaching
resources were provided to supplement their
monitoring skills. A manual was developed to help
laymen understand the basics of construction of a
PMGSY road and the process of monitoring.

As a part of the project in 7 States, 14 Districts have
been covered and 420 volunteers trained as CMAT
(Citizen Monitoring and Audit Teams) till 31
December, 2016. 49 volunteers have been trained as
Master Trainers. They have been successful in
monitoring the conditions of both under
construction and completed roads.
Citizen reporting for good governance is the way to go!
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Digital
Irrigation in
Gujarat

If our heartbeats and blood pressure can be
monitored digitally in today’s world, why should
irrigation be left behind? A unique Government
Resolution was issued by the Government of Gujarat
in 2005, wherein any farmer can go for any area, any
crop, any Micro Irrigation System. Later, it was
subsumed and made one of the components of
Pradhan Mantri Krishi Sinchayee Yojana during the
year 2015-16.
To implement the provisions of digital aspects of
Pradhan Mantri Krishi Sinchayee Yojana, the Gujarat
Green Revolution Company Limited (GGRC) has
developed the Agro Smart Digital Technology
Platform for effective monitoring and evaluation of
the work and transfer of asset to the right beneficiary
and to fulfil the objective of the PMKSY guidelines.

Objectives:
To introduce and implement an innovative idea/
scheme/project to meet stakeholders’ requirement

The notable features of the Agro Smart Digital

used to amalgamate offline data from devices to the

To bring perceptible improvements in processes/ systems
and building institutions

Technology Platform are registration of MIS

online application system. The platform also avoids

beneficiary application on the farm site itself.

duplication of registration at preliminary stage itself.

By integrating biometric devices (Web camera

To make public delivery systems responsive, transparent
and efﬁcient, particularly by leveraging technology

(5MP), Fingerprint scanner and Digital

To be prepared for disasters like cyclone,
earthquake, ﬂood, etc.

GGRC Centralized Micro Irrigation Monitoring

Signature pad (all USB connected devices) with
System (C-MIMS) for authentication and
identity of applicant farmer, the Agro Smart
Digital Technology actually lives up to its name.
For integration purpose, windows
communication foundation (WCF) service is
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Geo-fencing is done with the use of GPS-based
perimeter waypoint fetching device. Cost and design
preparation is done on CAD using the waypoints and
populating the area in which MIS is to be installed
on farmers’ fields. This Geofencing map is then
linked to Google/Bhuvan Map so as to get the exact
field periphery as well as elevation to synchronise
with the actual field geography.

The Agro Smart Digital Technology Platform has
helped the GGRC in identifying the right beneficiary
with pace and precision. It has also assisted in
authenticating the identity of the farmer by taking
biometric parameters, thus, ensuring the genuineness
of the applicant. This platform also provides for
quick processing of the application form right from
the field level registration to design preparation to
disbursement of the subsidy.
This technology platform has enabled GGRC to cross
verify the pre-geotagged location with post installed
geo-tagged photographs so as to ensure the right
location for transferring the asset to the genuine
beneficiary. Farmers are also provided with a
user-friendly browser compatible website to track
their application status through online portal having

a suitable feedback mechanism in a vernacular
language option. Agronomy along with maintenance
of Drip Irrigation System Advisory Service in local
vernacular language through SMS on their registered
mobile numbers is also a part of this platform.
This Agro Smart Digital Technology Platform has
helped to cover 2,02,222 hectares benefiting 1.25
lakh farmers during the year 2015-16.
In a nutshell, the mobile is fast becoming the
farmer's best friend.
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Shrine SOS!

At 5,200 feet above sea level, in the Sub-Himalayan

Zone V of seismic classification which makes it

Shivalik range, nestled in the three peaked Trikuta

highly vulnerable to earthquakes.

hills, lies the world famous cave Shrine of Shri Mata
Vaishno Devi Ji. Pilgrims have to trek nearly 12 Km
from the base camp at Katra for darshan at sanctum
sanctorum that remains open round the clock
throughout the year. This pilgrimage for Hindus has
seen almost a tenfold increase in traffic over the
years.

A large part of the extended Shrine area is
covered with dense pine forests, making it prone
to frequent wildfires, particularly during
summer. The temperature for the Shrine area
ranges between 43 degrees in peak summers to
biting -5 degrees in peak winters. Disaster
preparedness for the safety of pilgrims is of

The unique topography of the shrine makes it

paramount importance for the custodians of the

susceptible to the various natural hazards such as

shrine.

earthquakes, landslides, shooting stones, hailstorms,
torrential rains and forest fires. This area falls under

As part of prevention and mitigation plan,
Shrine Board undertook major infrastructural

projects like stabilisation of active slopes of daunting
hills as well as erecting specially designed stone
resistant shelter sheds along the tortuous track. They
also undertook chainlink fencing of whole track for
protection from accidental falling. A well-defined
standard operating procedure (SOP) has been laid
down for preventive clearance of slopes from
boulders/stones for disaster risk minimization from
falling stones/boulders.
Besides, to increase the responsiveness of the system
to any disaster/urgency, infrastructure has been
created, which includes eight disaster management
stores equipped with the latest equipment at all
major yatra stations. For effective medical first aid
responsiveness, six Medical Relief and Care units
have been set up. These are a network of fully
equipped and professionally manned medical
dispensaries with swift linkage of referral, by use of
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Objectives:
To be prepared for any natural or man-made disasters
en route the shrine
To develop strategies which focus on disaster risk
reduction and building resilience
To create awareness, impart training, build capacities
for disaster risk reduction through infrastructure
creation and mitigate the impact of disasters through
suitable technological interventions

fastest means like a helicopter, to community health

coordination. Similarly, three emergency helipads

centre and tertiary care facilities available at the 230

have been established as part of an emergency

bed Shri Mata Vaishno Devi Narayana Super

evacuation plan.

Speciality Hospital established in the vicinity of the
Shrine.

Besides, for ecological sustainability, a fully
integrated forest fire management plan is in

To integrate information technology in disaster risk

operation for enhanced protection and mitigation.

reduction, an underground network of OFC (Optical

So it goes beyond saying that Shri Mata Vaishno

Fibre Cable) has been laid on the entire tortuous and

Devi Shrine Board has adopted best international

daunting track of approximately 12 km length. This

practices and walked an extra mile to take up

OFC is being used to run state of the art

innovations with regards to disaster risk reduction.

Multipurpose Audio System which has proven to be a
game changer in information dissemination

The pilgrims can now just walk on!

especially in times of emergency. These have been
linked to joint control rooms for effective
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Harmony
in Ether
Telecommunication, the lifeline of today’s society
has emerged as a key driver of economic and social
development in an increasingly knowledge-intensive
global scenario. It is not only being used to provide
plain voice and data services for communication
purposes but as an effective means of entertainment,
education, financial inclusion, e-Commerce and
e-Governance to achieve the Digital India Vision of
the Government to transform the country into a
digitally empowered society and knowledge economy.
And all this information is transferred through a
spectrum of frequencies that are allotted to the
service operators. Spectrum being a finite resource
has to be made available by way of harmonisation for
deploying technologies with higher spectral efficiency
to carry more traffic/data in a given bandwidth.
Making available more spectrum for expansion of
services in a faster way was taken up in a mission
mode to meet stakeholders’ requirements.
Telecommunication sector is highly capital intensive
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with large gestation

more spectral efficient mobile telecom technologies

period. It is necessary to

such as long term evaluation (LTE), 4G Technology,

have a policy framework

in an economical manner and carry more traffic/data

which enables

in the given bandwidth leading to higher

expeditious deployment

revenues/earnings. It also resulted in the release of

of state-of-the-art

about 197 MHz of additional spectrum in 1800

technologies and cost

MHz band worth of INR 21,660 crores and 36.25

effective networks so that

MHz of spectrum in 800 MHz band worth of INR

the people in the country

8,670 crores which were included in the auction

reap the benefits of the

conducted in October, 2016.

policy initiatives.

Harmonisation exercise also resulted in making

The radio frequency

available additional spectrum for commercial use

spectrum is a finite,

through auctions as separator and guard bands got

essential resource for

reduced and spectrum released from these could be

mobile telephony and has to be used in a most

used for propagation of radio frequencies. With this

efficient manner to derive maximum benefit to all the

policy initiative, it will be much easier to bridge the

stakeholders. The exercise of harmonisation has been

digital divide and to take the telecom revolution to

the most significant reform carried out by the

the masses including rural areas at a faster pace.

Department of Telecom in 2016 as it has had a major
impact on improving the access and quality of
telecom services, enhancing the efficiency of telecom
operations and garnering revenue for the

Objective:

Government.

Spectrum management by way of harmonisation
rearrangement of carriers in 800 and 1800 MHz
frequency bands

Harmonisation of the carriers is basically aimed at
rearranging the scattered Radio Frequency (RF)
carriers assigned to operators in a contiguous manner
to make them adjacent to each other. The contiguous
spectrum increases the traffic handling capacity not
in a linear manner but in an exponential manner. In
other words, a large chunk of spectrum enables
operators to serve a given population with much less
capital investment, thereby expediting the roll-out of
the networks.
Further, the harmonised contiguous spectrum can
also be used by operators to exploit the latest and

Disagreement sets
a New Paradigm at
Gurugram
It all started with a litigation. A triangular litigation
between two developers and an advocacy group over
a seasonal rivulet landed the Gurugram District
Administration in a tight spot. Three successive
demarcations yielded variation in results. To resolve
this issue, National Green Tribunal directed the
District Administration to come up with reliable
records and a commensurate demarcation system.
A quick analysis of the discrepancies highlighted the
fact that images were being treated synonymously
with maps. However, establishing deterministic
coordinates is central to converting imageries into
maps. Cadastral maps that are presently in use were
prepared during the Moghul era based on ground
reference points called sehadda and tehedda
(bi-junctions and tri-junction of villages). Over
time, these well-established physical points vanished,
reducing these maps into mere pictures, due to
which precise demarcation became a challenge.
Haryana state made a pioneering effort in reforming

land records management

Objectives:

systems. Modernization of

To resolve the errors and inconsistencies in Record of
Rights (RoR)

land records have also
leveraged a multitude of
modern technologies such as
satellite imageries and aerial

Transition to a uniﬁed system that helps identify land
parcels and establish conclusive land titles

& land survey techniques,
but none of them seems to
have yielded expected
results. The discrepancies

Vehicle (UAV) which produced ultra-high resolution

that have progressively crept

terrain corrected imageries of less than 5 cm scale

into the land records is

and fabric density triangulated control points, which

massive and is reflected in

were used to validate the digitised land records.

the number of litigations.

Using the principle of Geodetic Triangulation,

Several thousand errors had crept into the land data
commencing 1957, which is considered as the base
year (as survey and consolidation of land records
were done). Without resolving these anomalies,
repositioning the land records on an electronic

ground reference points were not only re-established
but also expanded to identify a dense mesh of
secondary and tertiary points that has been used to
correlate and migrate from the legacy maps to the
new technology framework.

platform would have been only a futile exercise,

The results have yielded a high degree of accuracy in

leading to a Garbage in-Garbage out system.

terms of the individual land parcels, thereby, proving

Moreover, there existed a huge information

the feasibility to expand on this model. Within just

asymmetry owing to complex documents,

over a year, about 5,200 cadastral maps spread over

terminologies and issues related to data accessibility.

291 villages in 5 Tehsils of Gurugram District were

The approach lay in clearly distinguishing the fact
that images and maps are distinctly different and
there was a need to devise a technology enabled
methodology to convert images into maps. The
solution lay in geo-referencing. When District
Administration took up the task of land record

taken up for resolution on this Geographic
Information System (GIS) mesh. Errors today have
reduced to 0.01% through a back office (GIS lab)
process that was evolved by the District
Administration using the principle of Geodetic
Triangulation.

computerization hardly 18% of the (54) villages in

This is perhaps the first time in the country where

Gurugram had updated records and 1,82,000

geo-referencing has been taken up at individual land

mutations were still pending.

holding level with such a high degree of accuracy.

Gurugram District Administration implemented
innovative approach of using Unmanned Aerial
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This requires the need for automation and
monitoring architectures, which contain a
supervision and control system for the water

Man a ging water,
Susta ining life

distribution and its control equipment like water
control valves, pump and data acquisition from
sensors and measuring devices, using industrial
programmable logic controllers. The software systems
present the possibility of analysing and processing
the data, leading to an optimum functioning for a
sustainable potable water supply and service with
assured quantity and quality.
The Yetigyrampeta Multi Village Water Distribution
Scheme was started in 2013 to serve drinking water
to a population of approximately 16,000 residents of
the area. The scheme covers ten habitations and 20

Managing water resources and distributing it
prudently in geographically-challenged destinations
is perhaps one of the most crucial requirements in
the future. Sustainable potable water supply and
service with assured quantity and quality is a vital
problem in remote villages. The rough terrain of
villages near Yetigyrampeta in Andhra Pradesh made
water distribution even more difficult.
Problems are greater when the villages are spread
across several kilometres coupled with a high
dependency on manpower on a daily basis,
poor road connectivity, quantification, information
and control. This implies the requirement of
continuous real-time information, supervision and
control of Water Production, Distribution and
Consumption. Effective solution implies the need for
the use of modern technology and elimination of
manpower dependency.
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automated software and technology to overcome the
problems were initiated.
The Water Distribution Management Software
replaces all the manual process involved in the
Yetigyrampeta Multi-villages Water Distribution
Scheme without any dependency on humans. The
software integrates all the 20 remote village water
tank reservoirs and the intake water source at
Yetigyrampeta under one single integrated platform.
This enables the efficient control of water pumping
and distribution based on the real-time information
received from across village’s tank reservoirs.
All the equipment at the village water reservoirs is
solar enabled. The software performs water
distribution across all villages reservoirs in two
batches per day, right from automatic water pumping
to water distribution promptly with the predefined
quantity and timings for each village reservoir tank
without any human dependency. Thus potable water
water reservoirs. The water source for this scheme is

supply and service with assured quantity and quality

the perennial river, Ravanapalli Gedda. An

is achieved.

infiltration well dug on the riverbed, yields around
1100 Litres Per Minute. The water from this
infiltration well is treated with chlorine and pumped
to an elevated water reservoir tank. After that, the

A World Bank team has visited this project site and
endorsed the IT-enabled water distribution system
that has finally provided water to the parched.

water from this elevated tank is distributed to all the
20 village water reservoirs spread across several
kilometres by gravity and in some cases by additional
booster pumps.
Earlier, the water distribution control valves were
opened and closed manually, leading to
a lot of human errors and inconsistent supply.
Poor geographical terrain meant several kilometres of
travel for the workforce and made it difficult to
control several pumps manually. Hence an innovative
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Su s t a i n a ble
Gro u n d wa t e r
Ma n a ge m e n t

Groundwater is the salvation for food and drinking
water security in India and meets about 60% of
irrigation, 85% of rural and 50% of urban drinking
water supply. With the extraction of more than 250
billion cubic meters against an annual recharge of
about 430 billion cubic meters, India is the largest
groundwater extractor in the world. Ubiquitous
nature of groundwater and excessive extraction from
aquifers has resulted in significant lowering of water
levels, drying up of wells and a host of
environmental problems in many parts of India.
The initial priority is mapping 5.25 lakh square km
covering the States of Haryana, Punjab, Rajasthan,
Gujarat, Andhra Pradesh, Telangana, Karnataka,
Tamil Nadu and Bundelkhand Region of the States
of Uttar Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh.
Worldwide, significant dependence on groundwater
aquifers for meeting the water requirements enforces
optimal utilisation of groundwater, wherein, it is
imperative to understand and map the extent of
these hidden aquifers. Aquifer mapping has been

Objective:
To carry out detailed mapping of aquifers in prioritised
water stressed and quality infested areas of the Country
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carried out globally by premier institutions

understanding of aquifer systems, their resources,

including United States Geological Survey. However,

availability, specific aquifer quality and

most of the studies were limited to characterization

identification of potential areas for artificial

of shallow aquifer systems on a regional scale.

recharge.

Central Ground Water Board, under Ministry of

Presently, out of 6,607 assessment units (blocks/

Water Resources (MoWR), has embarked upon a new

mandals/ talukas) in the country, 15% has been

initiative of Aquifer Mapping and Management

categorised as over-exploited, where extraction of

Programme which is the largest endeavour in the

groundwater exceeds the recharge, resulting in a

World. The focus of the initiative is a detailed

decline in water levels, drying up of wells and
dwindling well yields. Besides, there is geogenic and
anthropogenic contamination in large swathes of the
country which further limits the potable ground
water resources of the country.
Arsenic and Fluoride, the two major geogenic
contaminants are present in parts of 86 and 276
Districts in various States. It is thus imperative
to map aquifers in prioritised water stressed and
quality infested areas of the country. The
methodology adopted is an amalgamation of

interventions for optimising groundwater withdrawal

conventional and advanced technology applications

and identifying aquifers with potable groundwater

in both top-down and bottom-up approach with an

for drinking purpose in quality infested areas. The

aim to manage groundwater by community

impact is already being felt in Jalgaon, Maharashtra,

participation considering the common pool nature of

where arsenic content in groundwater is being

the resources.

dissolved through technological and chemical

To finalise the implementation of advanced

interventions.

techniques, six pilot projects were taken up in five

The outputs of this program would usher in a

different states representing the hydrogeological

paradigm shift in managing the groundwater

complexity of our country. The learning of the Pilot

resources, which is an essential ingredient for food

Projects has been synthesised and adopted in

and drinking water security of the country.

nationwide Aquifer Mapping and Management
programme, which was initiated in a mission mode
to cover 5.25 lakh sq.km.
Under the initiative, management plans for each
aquifer system have been prepared to suggest various
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Disaster
Preparedness
International Panel on Climate Change Working

of information, 30% of the time is spent on waiting

Group II has suggested that the extreme weather

for the information to arrive and another 30% of the

events are to increase in both frequency and severity,

time is spent in understanding and customising to

particularly on regional and local scales.

the user's requirement.

Consequently, devastating weather phenomena like
successive drought, torrential rainfall associated with
lightning strikes, hail-storms, strong surface winds,
and intense vertical wind shear are to increase and
cause loss of life and property.
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Karnataka has been witnessing one or more
hydro-meteorological disasters like drought, flood,
hailstorm, etc. The State also has huge arid and
semi-arid land and is highly vulnerable to drought.
In the last 13 out of 15 years (2002-2016), parts of

It is a common experience that relevant, precise

the State have been subjected to severe drought.

information about natural disasters is not available,

Some of the Talukas in the State have witnessed

in real time to the community and response players.

drought for more than five consecutive years. Flood

It takes a long while to obtain the data and even

has troubled the State frequently. Devastating

longer to integrate and generate information that

hailstorm has hit Karnataka during pre-monsoon

will help in mitigating disasters. A study reports that

season in 2014, 2015 and 2016 causing huge damage

40% of the time is spent on searching for the source

to standing crops, especially horticulture crops.

Karnataka State Natural Disaster Monitoring Centre
(KSNDMC), has taken up pioneering and path
breaking initiatives towards monitoring natural
disasters and risk reduction. KSNDMC has designed
and installed a network of solar powered and GPRS
enabled Telemetric Rain Gauge stations covering all
the 5,625 Gram panchayats (every 25 sq km) and
Telemetric Weather Stations at all the 747 Hoblis
(every 250 sq km) in the State. The dense network of
weather monitoring stations is first of its kind in the
country. The network has been collecting reliable
and uninterrupted data.
To address the Seismicity Monitoring (Local,
Regional and Teleseismic) and safety of large dams
in Karnataka, a network of 14 VSAT enabled and
Solar Powered Permanent Seismic Monitoring
Stations has been installed. Through this real-time
network, technical support is being provided to the
dam authorities towards taking up dam safety
measures. KSNDMC is equipped with state of the
art facility, to receive data every 15 minutes, data
processing, data analysis and preparing maps and
reports through auto-mode. The necessary software
and web-application were developed indigenously.
Based on the near real-time data collected, the
KSNDMC identifies and maps the hazard vulnerable
areas, prepares reports with advisories and
disseminate to all the stakeholders. KSNDMC has
been collaborating with Space Application Center

customised report generation, dissemination of the
early warning, forecast, and advisories to the end
users.
While no one can be fully prepared for natural
disasters, KSNDMC’s disaster preparedness has
helped the farmers of the State plan their response
better and that is a huge boon.

(SAC), Ahmedabad and CSIR-4pi (formerly
CMMACS), Bengaluru for generating Gram
Panchayat level Rainfall / Weather forecast.
A robust Information Dissemination system has also
been installed that includes alert recognition,
simulation through appropriate computation,
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Nourished
Kids,
Healthy
Kids
India faces a unique development paradox of being
in the front rank of fast growing global economies,

Government responsibility. Possibly this has been the

Anganwadi centres regularly and monitor them. They

reason for its failure. Stakeholders' and community

also keep a watch on the delivery of health services

involvement has been lacking. The innovative Atal

especially vaccination of children. Through the

Bal Palak Mission has made eradication of

website, Atal Bal Palaks can monitor the growth of

malnutrition a community mission. The needs of the

the child. Details of severely malnourished children

malnourished child as well as those of the family are

can also be viewed on the website publicly.

taken care of not only by the Government
functionaries but also by the community, especially
by the Atal Bal Palaks.

child from the website or the locality or village or
Anganwadi centre. The Atal Bal Palak can also opt

Atal Bal Palak Mission has become an institution in

for the services he/she is willing to provide. It can be

Rewa District. Doctors, Businessmen, Government

either material or monetary assistance. The

Officers and other eminent persons are part of the

malnourished child is then under the personal care

mission. They have formed local Atal Bal Palak clubs.

of the Palak. Each month, the weight of children is

They meet regularly and exchange their experiences

updated on the website by the Integrated Child

and ideas.

Development Scheme (ICDS) functionaries. After
each such update, Atal Bal Palak gets updated

yet in stark contrast more than a quarter of its

Involvement of Atal Bal Palaks and the community

under-five children are malnourished. While India

in the eradication of malnutrition has made the

has made steady progress in human development

functioning of Anganwadi centres and field health

19 Atal Bal Palak Sammelans have been organised at

since independence but still more than half of

services more responsive and effective. They visit

different places in the District till December 2016.

from moderate and severe malnutrition.

information through Mobile SMS.

In each such sammelan, apart from normal

children under five years of age continue to suffer

monitoring, nutrition counselling and vaccination,

Malnutrition is widespread in rural, tribal and urban

Objective:

free medicines were also distributed. 1,924 Atal Bal

slum areas.

To provide a community platform for making
Rewa malnutrition free.

Palaks have adopted 2,210 malnourished children for

Considering the magnitude and severity of the
problem, it was strongly felt that there is a need to
follow up severely malnourished children intensively
on a day to day basis and also provide adequate care
to all malnourished children. With this view, it was
decided to initiate a new intervention in the Rewa
District of Madhya Pradesh. The goal was reduction

personal care. More than 800 members of the society
have registered on the website and have opted to
become Atal Bal Palaks. According to MIS data of
Integrated Children Development Scheme (ICDS),
the number of severely malnourished children has
already reduced from 4126 in April 2015 to 3561 in
November 2016.

and prevention of severe malnutrition among 0-5

Rewa has shown the way how participation from

years of children. This intervention was named Atal

members of the community can make a tremendous

Bal Palak Mission.

difference to malnutrition among children. The same

Eradication of malnutrition has so far been a
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After registering, an Atal Bal Palak can choose any

model can also be utilised for other philanthropic
works for society.

A Birthright
of a Different
Kind

Speech-language Pathology, Vision, Health,

Objectives:

Nutrition, Socialization, Special Instruction and

To establish and develop surveillance of Under-5 children

Referral cases are handled by specially-trained
Aanganwadi workers. EIRC has paved the way for
the establishment of an apex Multi-Department
Resource Centre for the promotion of early
intervention services through evaluation, treatment,
management and training.
Specially-trained Aanganwadi workers have screened
more than 2.5 lakh children below five years of age

A stitch in time saves nine may be an adage,
but for children under five years of age, early
detection of any possible development delays might
indeed prevent a lifetime of agony. The concept of a
critical period of development and neuroplasticity is
well established in medical and biological sciences.
Early Identification Resource Centre

in the District of Bhopal. Till December 2016,
26,596 Under-5 children have been comprehensively
examined, out of which, 102 underwent surgery,
142 cardiac surgeries, 55 cochlear implants, 103
CTEV surgeries, 5 surgeries were held for neural
tube defects, 43 eye surgeries and 337 dental
treatments.

(EIRC)-Samarpan focuses on en masse identification

The surgeries were carried out at local health care

of developmental delays and disability in Under five

institutions and also at state of the art hospitals

children in the District of Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh.

such as Narayan Hridayalaya and Shanker Netralaya

Neuroplasticity is the brain’s ability to reorganise
itself by forming new neural connections throughout

To arrange for a speciﬁc evaluation of referred children
(0-5 years) for a speciﬁc developmental disorder that may
lead to a deﬁnitive diagnosis
To provide early intervention services for 0-5 years
children to modify the overall outcome.
To establish linkages with tertiary care institutions for
treatment and rehabilitation
To increase the awareness on disability and delay in
development in society, in particular, to make people
aware of early signs of delay so as to harness
neuroplasticity

who have partnered with early intervention centre
in this program.

life. Neuroplasticity allows the nerve cells in the

The centre has also conducted camps for coronary,

brain to compensate for injury and disease and to

neuro-motor and ophthalmic delay and diseases in

adjust their activities in response to new situations

which 383 children have been identified. A massive

or to changes in their environment. The adverse

State level Downs Syndrome camp has also been

effect of failure in early identification and early

conducted, and 185 children with Downs syndrome

intervention of any such development defects can

were identified.

lead to irreversible developmental damage.

To facilitate developmental growth with standard tools
for developmental disorder so that they receive a more
comprehensive evaluation in 0-5 years

It is only a matter of time when this experiment in

EIRC provides multidisciplinary evaluation and

the District of Bhopal is replicated in other parts of

treatment by experts of different fields. By

the country as many of these children might well

combining the efforts of Government, NGOs and

turn out to be the future custodians of our society

medical institutions, defects in Medical,

and nation.

Occupational, Physical, Psychological, Audiology,
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AirSewa:
O n e St o p S o l u t i o n
for Better Air
Tr a ve l E x p e r i e n c e

The Ministry of Civil Aviation is committed to
provide a hassle-free and comfortable air travel
experience to users.
Flight delays, problem in refunds, long queues,
inadequate facilities at airports and complaints of
lost baggage are the most common problems that air
travellers face. There was a need to respond to these
problems in a systematic rather than on ad-hoc basis.
The Ministry launched AirSewa web portal and

mobile app to make air travel convenient and

can be searched by flight number or for all flights to

hassle-free.

a particular airport. Information such as airport

AirSewa is operated through an interactive web
portal and a mobile app for both Android and
iOS platforms. The portal includes a mechanism

relax, Wifi services etc. can also be easily accessed
now.

for grievance redressal, back office operations

Timely and satisfactory grievance redressal was an

for grievance handling, flight status/schedule

issue as users had to go to several stakeholders to get

information, airport Information and FAQs.

their grievance registered. AirSewa is a one stop

Users can now check live flight status and
timetable for all inbound and outbound flights
on a single click. Information regarding weather
conditions and services for some selected
airports is also available on this portal. Flights
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services like wheel chair, transport/parking, rest and

solution to this as passengers can now register any
grievance on the mobile app or web portal. They can
also upload voice or video along with an elaborate
description of their issues.
The portal has helped to make the grievance redressal

system responsive, transparent, accountable and

overall experience and satisfaction. More than 80%

efficient by using the technology. Users can now

of grievances resolved and most of them within the

track the status and response through reference

stipulated time limits.

9000 downloads

The initiative is a collaborative platform in the true

1000 grievances logged

number provided. There are stipulated timelines in
place to address the issue. The portal is stringently
monitored by control room to ensure timely
redressal. A message is sent to the concerned nodal
officer if any grievance remains unattended or
unresolved. To improve the user experience they are
given the option to provide feedback and rate the

sense as several stakeholders like Airline, Airport,
Immigration, Customs, DGCA, etc. are brought on
one platform to improve the service delivery. The

The impact of the initiative, as on 31st December,
2016 is as follows:

More than 80% of grievances resolved and most of
them within the stipulated time limits

initiative is certainly making air travel a delightful
experience for air travellers.
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I n c l u s i ve V i s i o n
for Villages
i n Na g a l a n d

Objectives:
To identify the needs of the villages be in economy,
education, social, health and sanitation and assist them by
using locally available resources
To create awareness of the activities of the DPDB
To develop cooperation and understanding and to inculcate
team spirit amongst the member Department for achieving
synergy
To study the strength and weaknesses of the ward/village by
gathering information on the implementation of various
Government Schemes such as Education, Health, Water
Supply and Sanitation, Power, Forest Conservation Area,
Transport and Communication System, etc.
To address and to propagate best practices of a Ward/Village
to other parts of the District

If you need to bring about systemic changes in the

retired Government servants, politicians, social

The concept of this innovative programme is

farthermost, hitherto neglected geographies of this

workers and other intellectuals.

designed in such a way that the highest planning

country, you’ve got to include the local population.
Nothing vindicates this more than the concept of
Village/Ward Adoption Committee of Kohima
District Planning and Development Board (DPDB)
of Nagaland.

village forms a team called Village Vision Cell
(VVC), which collectively coordinates with village
leaders to help usher in all-round development of the
village, set priorities to improve the system of

Initially, it was conceptualised with the objective to

village-level governance and to submit its vision and

help strengthen all-round development at grass root

plans to the Kohima DPDB. The result of the

level with a nomenclature of Village Vision Cell

Committee activities was found to be hugely

(VVC) under the theme “Back to the Root” by

beneficial as envisaged.

involving people from all walks of life including
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A group of responsible people from a particular

body in the District reaches out to the grass root
level and provides a platform for the Ward/Village to
access the DPDB. In addition to the grant provided
by the Government, some of the Committees have
even gone to the extent of garnering voluntary
contributions from the Committee members
including the Advisors to assist the adopted
Village/Ward in implementing people-centric
programmes.
Each committee is assigned a village or a ward, as

The Committee members also constructed a
Collection Centre-cum-Godown for collection and
storage of vegetable produce to help the farmers
store their crops. A new bridge was also made by the
villagers connecting Kidima village via Mima. Soil
test and classification was done for more Scientific
Agricultural practices.
Indeed, inclusive development is the best way to
sustain progressive ideas, as DPDB Kohima has
proven.

the case may be, to adopt and study the
Village/Ward in detail to ascertain the status of the
Government programmes, identify and locate the
lacunae in its implementation and suggest remedial
measures. They also help design and implement the
innovative programmes of the Committee in the
Village/Ward. Finally, a detailed report is presented
to the DPDB.
Till date, seven Wards and eleven villages have been
covered under this Village/Ward adoption
programme by the DPDB Kohima.
The outcomes have been tangible. Awareness/
Sensitization campaigns on the issue of healthcare
sanitation and rainwater harvesting were conducted
to educate the locals. With the help of HDFC Bank,
net banking facilities were made accessible. Public
Medical Health Camps, Animal Health Vaccination
Camps were also conducted.
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Magic Pits Mosquitoes Nemesis

breeding places. Indeed, MAGIC PIT is really a
magical Technology which not only eradicates the
mosquitoes but enriches subsoil water also.
The impact of MAGIC PIT is clearly visible. There
has been a substantial reduction of patients in Zila
Parishad hospitals of all mosquito-led diseases.
Equally important has been the unbelievable rise in
water level of wells in such mosquito-free villages.
This concept of the magic pit was presented at
national level workshop to other States as well. A
team from Haryana came to study magic pit. Officers
& people from all 10 Districts of Telangana have also
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That mosquitoes are a hazard is beyond doubt, that

approximately 70 percent i.e. 50 thousand litre water

entire village can be rid of mosquitoes sounds like a

drains again into gutters as wastewater. This

fantasy. In the District of Nanded, where 75 villages

wastewater provides a perennial source of breeding

were infested with incidences of filariasis, thanks to

for the mosquitoes. These Magic Pits that are

a profusion of mosquitoes, a campaign was launched

percolated into soil, were successful in stopping

to eradicate mosquitoes from the entire village.

wastewater flowing into gutters. So 50 thousand

Thus was born, ‘Mosquito Free Villages’, a new

litres of wastewater a day means approximately 15

movement that started during 2015 in Nanded Zilla

lakh litres a month or 2 crore litres water is stored in

Parishad, Maharashtra.

soil in 1 year.

In Maharashtra, traditional method of soak pits was

Considering the prone-ness to droughts in this

prevalent in many villages. Soak pits made a village

Marathawada region, the storage of almost 2 lakh

relatively dry and since mosquitoes breed in stagnant

litres of water in the soil was an additional boon. It

water, this was the eureka moment that sparked off

enriched the water levels of borewells and

the concept of magic pits. A Pit is dug into any soil.

replenished the rapidly evaporating ground water.

Pit of size 4X4X4 is excavated. A cement tank of 1.5

Another bold step was taken by providing reverse

feet diameter and 3 feet height is kept in it and

osmosis filtration plants to all the villages, especially

remaining part is filled with stone boulders. The

the mosquito free villages. Reverse Osmosis plants

It has been the cost effectiveness and high efficiency

waste water pipe is connected to it. Then the magic

owned by Gram Panchayat in more than 250 villages

of this scheme that made UNICEF study its outcome

pit is covered with tiles under the soil.

were constructed.

and impact. UNICEF’s remarks and bold

A village having a population of 1000 people, or 200

The modern version of soak pits has been renamed as

families, gets almost 70 thousand litres of water

MAGIC PIT. This MAGIC PIT has shown the way to

every day through pipe water scheme. Out of this,

100 % eradication of mosquitoes by control of

Objective:
100 % eradication of mosquitoes by
controlling their breeding grounds

visited the Zila Parishad in Nanded. Many States like
Punjab, West Bengal, Assam have started
implementing magic pits in their States. The State
Government of Maharashtra has also issued a
Government resolution to implement magic pit in all
Districts of the State.

endorsement for constructing toilets and soak pits to
eradicate mosquitoes and augment ground water are
indeed a testimony to the innovation of Magic Pits.

amount of water inflow and outflow from other

Waterworld!

States and various sources.
Based on soil moisture data and the stress on crops,
the system can recommend protective irrigation
systems. Utilising the weather station parameters to
estimate the actual rainfall, temperature, wind and
humidity at a village level and ISRO data, it predicts
stress alerts seven days in advance for optimal yield.
In collaboration with ISRO, a Disaster Management
solution has also been built using accurate weather
forecast data and near-realtime data from sensors and

Water has always been a fluid existential issue with

Visibility solutions to show the amount of water

Apps. It also gives a seven-day forecast for rainfall &

humankind. In the coming years, water resources

available in the entire State is calculated for various

wind speed every six hours as well, as it is capable of

and its prudent management will become the most

water assets like reservoirs (including major, medium

forecasting cyclones.

crucial subject for the entire planet. In the State of

and minor), groundwater and soil moisture. This

Andhra Pradesh, Integrated Water Management

data gives the water balance available for use in the

brings all data related to water resources like

State at any time.

rainfall, river flows, groundwater, reservoirs, canals,
minor irrigation tanks, soil moisture and
evapotranspiration into one system.

Automatic Weather Stations, real-time groundwater
level data from 1254 Groundwater Level Recorders
and Soil Moisture data from 959 Soil Moisture
Sensors across the country.
Also, the system gets near live data on soil moisture
and data related to disasters like cyclones from
satellites and periodic data from minor irrigation
tanks using a mobile app feed. Different solutions
are developed using statistical interpolations and

treatment of water resources. Dissemination of data
to various stakeholders is done using automated SMS

monsoon year till the current date, shows the

alerts. Using the system developed, water audit for
the entire State has been done.
Crop Stress system was used for interventions to save

real-time Water Level Sensors in 86 reservoirs and 25
temperature and windspeed data from 1876

water assets to one system allowing a holistic

Water Audit Solution, from the beginning of a

Integrated Water Management system gets data from
canals. It also gets real-time rainfall, humidity,

Integrated Water Management system has brought all

Objectives:

groundnut crop in Anantapur District with system
advising the precise mandals and villages under

To gather relevant and pertinent data from all
water resources

stress. The system also helped in predicting wind

To collate, organise and manage water resources

Vardah in 2016, thus helping prepare for the cyclone

To integrate information from different
stakeholders

evacuating people.

To create a policy and strategy on how to
manage water and how to be prepared for
disasters

speed, precipitation, cyclone path for Cyclone
and also in advising which mandals to focus on in

Andhra Pradesh is the first State in India to develop
a real-time Water Balance Sheet. It has indeed shown
the way to the entire nation on how to optimally
manage water resources prudently and scientifically.

scientific studies.
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B r i g h t e n i n g C h a n d i g a r h’s
S k y l i n e : Mo d e l S o l a r C i t y

The late French architect Le Corbusier, the planner
of Chandigarh, must be smiling from the heavens
above. Chandigarh, the dream city of India's first
Prime Minister, Pt. Jawahar Lal Nehru, is known as
one of the best experiments in urban planning and
modern architecture in the twentieth century in
India. True to its reputation, it has also taken a
leading position among Solar Cities of India.
The Government of India selected Chandigarh to be
developed as a Model Solar City.
When it was decided that Chandigarh will be
developed as a Model Solar City, the city was already
quite well developed, and very little vacant land was
available. So Rooftop Solar Power generation was the
only possible option. There were also no technical
specification for connecting Grid-tied Rooftop Solar
Power Plants nor were the rates, at which solar
power was to be sold.
The challenges lay not just in installation but also in
making the solar power sustainable. The private

sector had to be roped in to install solar panels on
rooftops. The transmission and distribution
companies were also very sceptical about connecting
solar plants with the grid on the pretext of safety
and due to new technology.
Chandigarh Renewable Energy Science & Technology
Promotion Society (CREST) took the initiative to
get the tariffs notified, sensitise sceptic stakeholders
and build capacity through a series of workshops,
training, field visits, etc. CREST has further
empanelled 45 Solar Plant Installers/aggregators
from whom any person in Chandigarh can install
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Objectives:
Mid-term target of 5 Mega Watt peak (MWp)
Rooftop Solar by 2017
Long term target of 50 MWp rooftop solar plant
installation by 2022

of the overall capacity of 7.69 MWp and rest

28 Government residential houses for demonstration

1.95 MWp on 118 buildings has been installed

purposes. Increasingly more and more residents are

by the private sector.

approaching CREST to install Solar Photo Voltaic

Of the 145 solar plants on Government
Buildings, 59 have been put up in Government
Schools generating 2290 kWp of power. By

Plants and avail the subsidy. Around 118 private
Persons/Institutions have installed Solar plant of an
overall capacity of 1.95 MWp.

2017, all 107 Government Schools will be

Based on the performance and success of the

installed with solar panels. One of the largest

initiative, CREST has won two National Excellence

rooftop Solar PV Plant of 1 MWp capacity has

Awards in 2016 by the Ministry of New and

been installed and commissioned at Punjab

Renewable Energy (MNRE), Government of India.

Engineering College, Sector-12, Chandigarh.
Rooftop Solar plants have also been put up on

Rooftop Solar Power Plants and avail 30% subsidy.
On the initiative of Union Territory Administration
and Joint Electricity Regulatory Commission, a new
Solar Tariff and Net metering Regulation was
notified wherein Solar Tariff has been kept between
INR 9.19 to INR 8.72 per unit (kWh) for 2016-17.
This attractive tariff has motivated many private
residents to go for solar rooftop plants. CREST also
got Union Territory of Chandigarh to notify
amended building bye-laws to make Solar PV
installation mandatory on all buildings above a
certain size to promote the generation of solar
power.
The results are for all to see. As on 31st December
2016, Chandigarh has installed Rooftop Solar Plants
with an overall capacity of 9.64 MWp at 263
different sites. Out of this, Chandigarh
Administration through CREST has installed
Rooftop SPV Plants on 145 Government Buildings
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Pa d d y i n Pu n j a b S u s t a i n a b l e Wa t e r u s e

Objectives:
To reduce water percolation by 50% that can help to save
groundwater and soil pollution
To help save 50% power consumption used for pumping
out water for irrigation of paddy crop.
To increase the yield of paddy crop
To reduce the use of chemical fertilisers by about 50%

Punjab produces a lot of Paddy, and it also requires a

cultivated in 2.814 million hectares, and 73% area is

plots of 100 square feet area in village Ladhewali,

lot of water. The Green Revolution during the 70s

irrigated by tube wells. The continuous withdrawal

Jalandhar in 2015. Then in 2016, a study was

indeed improved the productivity and the yields of

of ground water for paddy cultivation has resulted in

conducted in the Kharif season at village Khadoor

the fields in Punjab, but its outcome also resulted in

a rapid decline of the water table in Punjab. About

Sahib in Tarn Taran District of Punjab.

contaminating groundwater with chemicals and

50-80% irrigated water is percolated in soil with

pesticides.

chemicals which are used in fields for paddy

Punjab is predominantly an agricultural State with
the highest percentage of irrigated land. Paddy is
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production. It causes both ground water pollution
and soil pollution.

First, the top layer of soil of the thickness of about
18 inches was removed. Then a degradable layer of
plastic sheet (HDPE) was laid at the bottom to
prevent percolation of water into deeper layers of the

widely cultivated in the State and requires a large

The experimental trials were first conducted in plots

soil. Then the removed soil was spread on the plastic

amount of water for irrigation. In Punjab, paddy is

in Lyallpur Khalsa College campus and later in small

sheet, forming a layer of 18 to 24 inches. This was

done to prevent the excess absorption of water and

water. It also proved cost effective, as 50% of

fertilisers by deeper layers of soil during irrigation.

electricity or diesel expenditure was saved by

As Paddy has adventitious roots, less than 2% of the

farmers because only 50% water is required for

total rice root length grows below 16 inches soil

irrigation.

depth. Nearly 90% of total root length produced by
the corresponding nitrogen, phosphorus and
potassium uptake occurred within the upper 8 inches
of the soil profile. So, Paddy can easily be cultivated
and grown with this method with minimum use of
water resources.

This initiative by Lyallpur Khalsa College
supported by Ministry of Agriculture can help
in a long way to arrest the decline in the water
table, check underground water and soil
pollution. It is cost-effective and
environment-friendly. It now remains to be seen

After monitoring and harvesting the crop, the results

how soon can this system be replicated in other

were compared with the traditional method. Water

paddy growing States.

consumption declined by 50-60% while the yield
increased by 10-15%. This method also helped to
prevent percolation of excessive fertilisers and
pesticides into deeper layers of soil and underground
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It is always the small things that can make a big

Pr u d e n t L i ght i n g sa ve s
En e r g y a t t hi s B H E L plant

difference. In buildings like production shop floor,
energy savings are possible by modification of
product process flow and lighting system. Shop floors
which run round the clock will have a higher
possibility of a reduction in energy consumption by
implementing production based and location based
lighting control system. At the Tiruchirappalli plant
of Bharat Heavy Electricals Limited, the lights on
the production shop floor were causing a huge loss of
energy and output.
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approximately INR 8.06 lakh. by setting the energy
saver at 2.5% mode without affecting the lighting
Objective:
To analyse the cause and to reduce the
energy consumption in shop ﬂoor lighting
systems

illumination levels in shop-floors. Plans are now
afoot to increase the daily energy savings to 803
kWh, saving approximately INR 19.27 lakh.
As a result of direct saving and recurring costs every
year, the BHEL plant at Tiruchirappalli is now
saving approximately INR 37 lakh annually. Instead
of 32 timers, only three timers are being used. In
fact, they used old timers for this. Since the lamp
fittings work at a lower supply voltage, the lifetime
of lamp and ballast increases considerably. The
system also provides flexibility for varying incoming
supply voltage.

The first task was to study the pattern of product

always led to massive wastage of energy, the

As an icing on the cake, this entire operation was

process flow and lighting requirement of each of the

requirement of greater number of timers, and larger

managed in-house, without hiring any outside

work centres. Energy consumption pattern of

length of power cable. The problem was analysed to

contractor.

lighting load was studied based on workflow and

find out the root cause and to reduce the energy

patterns. Then the electrical circuit diagram was

consumption in shop floor lighting systems.

designed. Only then electrical components work was
carried out to develop the solution to reduce energy
consumption through centralised lighting control
system.

An innovative solution for the above-mentioned
problem was indigenously designed and developed at
the BHEL plant. An electrical panel for a centralised
control system of roof light was planned according

In the earlier system, the switching time of roof

to the utility of the machines. The entire roof light

lights was from 6:00 PM to 6:00 AM on the

was divided into groups. Multiple timers were

production shop floor. So roof light was on

replaced by three timers that control these individual

approximately 12 hours each day, but some of the

groups. This led to judicious energy saving in roof

machines were running only in two shift while roof

lighting system. The Installation of energy savers for

light was continuously on for 12 hours. This caused

all ML (Moving Light) boards in working areas of

wastage of energy.

shop-floors resulted in increased savings. All the ML

All roof lights in production shop are controlled by
32 discrete timer control system. Hence it was not

boards in working areas of shop-floors of Unit II are
now being controlled through lighting energy savers.

easy to monitor and control. Maintenance cost of a

This smart indigenous innovation saved 336 kWh per

large number of timers was also very high. This

day. Annual energy savings accumulated to
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HYDCOP mobile app:
From e-governance
to m-governance
It is time police in India become smart. The use of

officers on the field operations/jobs can capture

technology makes law enforcement responsive,

the data from the crime scene/place of work,

responsible and efficient.

update the same into the various applications,

In 2014, the Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi,
called for making the police a SMART force- Strict
and Sensitive, Modern and Mobile, Alert and
Accountable, Reliable and Responsive, Techno Savvy
and Trained.

Objectives:

Effective policing is all about faster emergency

Faster response

response and better surveillance system. Due to
outdated methods, the front line police officers were
losing time in verification. Moreover, there was no
monitor the response time taken by the patrol

Integration of different application
functionalities

vehicle.

Faster identiﬁcation and tracking of suspects

proper mechanism to verify patrol vehicle visits or to

Taking the SMART initiative further, the Hyderabad
Police launched HYDCOP, a mobile app to empower
front-line police officers. Through this app, the
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Faster information sharing and knowledge
exchange services

analyse and process the data and obtain
analytical reports online on their mobile phones
in real time while at work in the field.
HYDCOP has completely revolutionised the
way Hyderabad City Police works. There is an
improvement in surveillance on criminals and
faster emergency response. By integrating the
Dial -100 system with HYDCOP app, it is now
possible to monitor emergency calls, response
time and action taken on the reported incidents.
Another key takeaway from the initiative is the
behavioural change towards citizens. The front
line officers can now verify the antecedent

details of any suspect/citizen instantly from the

The initiative is a strong assurance to the citizens

database. It is no longer required to take suspect

that their safety and security is in smart hands.

citizens to the police station for verification, which
led to undue hardship to the law abiding citizens.

Policing has indeed become SMART!

There are visible gains from the initiative in its very
first year of implementation. The data in 2016
showed that there is a reduction in murders by 25%,
serious crimes by 31% and chain snatchings by 66%
as compared to 2015.
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One of the real impediments to infrastructure
development in our country is frequent price rise
exceeding all planned budgets. One of the prime
reasons for this is the cost of raw materials that is
often left at the mercy of vendors in the private
sector. The lack of a common marketplace has led to
the formation of a segregated network of buyers,
while at the other end of the spectrum, the suppliers
remain aggregated. This disparity often leads to
cartelization and inflationary pressures on the
pricing of cement and steel. Considering the vigour
with which infrastructure needs to be developed in
the country, the Government had to find a way out
of the stronghold of these suppliers.

Thus was launched INAMPro, a common platform
Objectives:
To free the infrastructure sector from external
impediments like a material shortage, cost
escalation that has historically plagued the
ﬁeld of infrastructure development
To match the supply and demand in the
infrastructure materials industry, by
providing a platform for companies to ﬂoat
their demands before it occurs, and for
suppliers to adjust production and prices
accordingly

wherein buyers are aggregated, and volatility in
prices is controlled and maintained within an upper
ceiling price. The supplier industries have
traditionally been very secretive about their prices
for a variety of reasons. This led to cartelization of
suppliers and prices. Cement and other materials
were often sold to the Government at an artificially
inflated price due to hoarding practices prevalent in
the industry. This often delayed project executions.
The middlemen in the hierarchy between buyers and
suppliers also crippled the system.
This portal has been envisaged to match the supply
and demand in the infrastructure materials industry,
by providing a platform for companies to float their

Bri ck-nMo r tar
made easy
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and ensures ease of doing and

transparency in the pricing of the infrastructure

creating infrastructure in our

related materials and reduced the impact of the

country.

pressure tactics of business cartels. The prices on the

It facilitates contractors engaged in
executing the Central/State/local
bodies funded infrastructure
including roads and highways/bridge
construction projects to place
cement orders online with the
registered cement companies that

portal are being used as a reference point even for
those who are conducting their business off-portal. A
payment gateway has been introduced on the portal
for cashless transactions between the market players
thereby facilitating swift transactions and transfer of
money and resources between the suppliers and
buyers.

have decided to offer cement at
competitive rates in the vicinity of
project execution locations.
INAM Pro has also brought in

demands before it occurs, and for suppliers to adjust
production and prices accordingly. INAMPro has
therefore been designed to ensure swift transfer of
payments and resources between buyers and suppliers
and to bring in transparency in infrastructure
projects by ensuring that all information about the
source of procurement, price, etc. is available in
public domain. With products and technologies
getting added by the day, INAMPro is set to become
a marketplace for A to Z for the Infrastructure
sector.
INAMPro has speeded up the entire process of
project execution by removing unnecessary delays. It
has created a wide network of sellers and buyers who
are accessible with the click of a button from any
location across the globe thereby alleviating the
problems of artificially created material shortages
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Electricity generated by thermal power may be a

sources of electricity generation. Accordingly, the

Energy Department, Government of Madhya Pradesh

necessary evil, but increasingly alternate means of

Distribution Licensees (DL) are reluctant to promote

(GoMP) to support the generation of solar power in

generating power are being considered seriously. The

the renewable energy projects, unless obligated by

the State.

electricity generated from renewable sources of

relevant law. The Ministry of New & Renewable

energy is expensive compared to conventional

Energy (MNRE), Government of India, requested

It is a fact that the small solar power plants,
implemented by the consumers, based on net energy
metering model directly and adversely affects the
revenue of the DL. However, the rooftop solar power

Power Roofs in
Madhya Pradesh

plants also offer several advantages to a DL, namely,
help in reducing network losses, reduction in the
expenditure to augment the electrical infrastructure,
aid in meeting the solar renewable energy obligation.
The Government of Madhya Pradesh has formulated
a policy framework to promote decentralised solar
energy power plants and notified it in 2016. The
Madhya Kshetra Vidyut Vitaran Co. Ltd.
(MPMKVVCL) Bhopal has initiated the idea of
promoting the rooftop solar plants in their area as
well as in the area of the other two DLs of the State.
With this initiative, it has become the first DL in the
country, in promoting the small solar plants.
MPMKVVCL was the first to be recognised and
nominated by MNRE as its Nodal Agency for
development of small solar power plants in Madhya
Pradesh. It has allocated a capacity of 5MW to
MPMKVVCL. With the support of German
Development Cooperation (GIZ), a business model
based on feed-in mechanism was proposed in three
cities of Bhopal (1.5 MW), Indore (1.5 MW) &
Jabalpur (2.0 MW). The aforementioned capacities
were allocated to a promising private sector project
developer following a competitive bidding route.
Distribution Companies (Discoms) suffer inherent
technical losses in supplying energy from generation
point to consumer premises. In this instance, the
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buildings where these rooftop projects are installed,
the technical losses became negligible as same was
directly linked to the load centre, which resulted in
substantial reduction in loss of energy.

Objectives:
To popularise the concept of grid connected rooftop and
other small Solar power plants
To direct the State’s Distribution Companies to allow grid
connectivity to such plants and purchase Solar energy via a
suitable business model

The power plants are being installed on the roofs of
identified Government buildings at zero lease rental.
With Central Financial Assistance available from
MNRE and no lease rental, the cost of power became
competitively low, and the project was contracted
out for implementation. This procurement will fulfil
solar renewable energy purchase obligation for the
Distribution Licensees of Madhya Pradesh.
Since the movement started, 67 buildings have
already started generating power by December, 2016.
Rooftops have become the new power source!
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Necessity indeed is the mother of invention.
Maharashtra was facing drought situation for the

Farm Pond -o n-Dem a nd fig hts
Dro ugh t in Maha ra sht ra

past three years. Thirteen Districts, particularly in
Vidarbha & Marathwada were severely affected. The
Government of Maharashtra with the help of the
Agriculture University focused on finding a solution
to this problem. The Government implemented
Magel Tyala Shet Tale (Farm Pond on Demand)
scheme.
Creating water bodies, conservation of water and
replenishing ground water to increase agricultural

Objectives:
To overcome drought prone situation in the State
To prevent suicides of farmers of drought prone Districts
To provide permanent solution by creating Farm Ponds in
case of deﬁcit rainfall
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provide frost protection, recharge groundwater, and
provide a wide range of additional economic and
environmental benefits. Ponds can be filled by
rainfall, which reaches farms that are located at low
points to save water through conservation.
In Vidarbha region, Districts like Amravati, Akola,
Yavatmal and Nagpur have benefitted from this
program. In Marathwada region, Latur, Beed and
Osmanabad District which were amongst worst hit by
water crises also got relief. The farm ponds get full in
only 4 to 5 days of rain and are used for protective
irrigation of rabi crop like Wheat, Jowar, etc.
A total of 2,32,644 online application forms have
been received from the launching date, i.e. 17th
February, 2016, till 31st December, 2016. Work
orders were given to 96,649 applicants; 19,318 Farm
Ponds have been completed, and work is going on
71,247. Subsidy amounting to approximately INR
production is the best solution against droughts. To

want to have farm pond can apply to the

72 Cr. has been disbursed to farmers’ account

overcome the drought-like situation, the State

Government of Maharashtra online. The entire

directly through Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT).

Government sanctioned funds of INR 500 Cr. for

process from approval of the application to release of

this Pond on Demand program.

funds is done online.

A common approach to constructing a pond on

The process is very simple, transparent and any

Demand scheme and could contribute positively to

demand is to first start a smaller sediment trap that

farmer from a far off village can easily apply and get

overall watershed management.

then flows into ponds. The greatest water saving

the benefit. Priority is given to a BPL farmer and the

associated with ponds can be realised by constructing

family which has suffered a suicide. While any

tail water return flow ponds. By capturing tail water

individual farmer having a minimum 0.6-hectare

in ponds and allowing sediment and contaminants to

land is eligible for the scheme, even a group of

settle, ponds provide the dual benefit of recycle

farmers is eligible to make one common farm pond.

irrigation while recharging ground water.

Devoting more land to ponds in the hinterland
would help maximise the benefits of Pond on

To handle drought like situations, the creation of

Nagpur division has high water table for ponds to be

Farm Ponds is one of the best solutions. Farm Ponds

viable. So the Government decided to take up

have great potential to improve agriculture during

11,000 Dhadak Sinchan Vihir (Fast-track irrigation

water scarcity by capturing, storing and providing

Wells) program in Vidarbha Region. Farmers who

water for protective irrigation. Farm ponds can also
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Cop Course,
A Un i q u e
Experiment

In the last two decades, the world has witnessed

The State Government of Gujarat decided to create a

Objectives:

carnage and destruction, gruesome tragedies,

Police University to develop a Human Resource Pool

mayhem and tears. The frightening memories of

by imparting customised education to the youth of

26/11 that shook the world and left India to survive

the country in all vital aspects of internal security.

To build and develop modern contemporary capacity
for existing police

the crisis was not just an isolated incident. Indian

The establishment of such a super-specialized and

cities and societies have been constantly targeted and

first of its kind University in the country is a

have remained largely vulnerable from within and

fascinating chapter in the story of higher education

outside. Of late, the internal security challenges have

as well as an effort towards modernization of security

become increasingly intimidating. With changing

forces.

world order and exponentially increasing threats, a
new architecture for National internal security had
become imperative.
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With a vision towards futuristic policing and
internal security, the State Government of Gujarat
has set up Raksha Shakti University (RSU) offering

To make internal security skills at par with global
standards
To initiate academic programmes like Crime Scene
Management, Computer Course on Police
Applications, Preventive & Investigative
Photography, Tourism Policing, and Forensic Science
To provide training for Judges and Private Security
Ofﬁcers

education for students to deal with various crimes
and law & order situations. Police officers and
academicians have developed a need-based model
curriculum in Police Science.
RSU has emerged as a successful model police
university which is now being replicated in various
States. A number of reputed institutions like DRDO,
Israel College of Security and Investigation among
others have signed MoU with RSU.
Very soon Police and Anti-crime universities might
flourish all over the country, thanks to RSU.

academic programmes like Diploma in Police Science

trained security professionals with an

and Post-graduate Diploma in Police Science.

understanding of all dimensions of security.

Courses like M.Tech. in Cyber Security, M.A. in
Criminology, and M.A. in Police Administration
have become the University-Industry interface for its
prime relevance in tackling technological threats,
corporate crimes, and corporate security aspects. The
launch of B.A. in Security Management has been a
unique experiment in security education history of
the country with the aim to bring out holistically

Research Programmes like Ph.D., M.Phil. and
Research Fellowships have been able to provide
the much-needed thrust to the otherwise ailing
Research in Policing & Internal Security. In the
short span of 6 years, RSU has been able to
develop appropriate pre-induction training
infrastructure to impart physical, investigative,
behavioural, technological and other necessary
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Kota, in Rajasthan, is not only a gateway to India’s
professional colleges - it is also a cauldron of stress,
pressure and anxiety for young students who have to
compete fiercely for the few seats on offer and live
up to the dreams of their parents.
With more than 1.5 lakh students from all over the
country coming to study in more than 50 coaching
institutions of Kota, the coaching sector is the
backbone of its economy. It is more than INR 2000
Cr. industry today.
However, hidden behind the glamour of Kota’s
success lie crushed dreams and sad tales of stressed
students who are unable to make the grade. From
2013 to 2017, 55 students committed suicide
breaking the heart of their loved ones. Away from
the homes and family, surrounded by fierce
competition, these students need a helping ear to
give them the required support.

A li t t le bit
o f e mpath y g o es
a l ong way
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Objectives:
To involve all stakeholders in providing a
supportive ecosystem for the students
Ensure a good work-life balance in the institutions
through weekly off and fun days
Break in the continuous study routine through Yoga
and other activities
Hope helpline for students for immediate support
Joint counselling of students and parents

As newspaper headlines focussed on the trials and
tribulations of thousands of young students, the
District Administration decided to intervene and
ensure that the whole ecosystem from the coaching
institutes to hostels, developed a systemic approach
to address this menace.

through Yoga Day and other initiatives.

Benefits were visible in a few months and ranged from:

Based on this workshop, a detailed plan was

Easy exit policy for students ensuring refund from coaching
institutes to hostels

rolled out. With the involvement of parents,
students and the citizens of Kota, a new era of
cooperative support was launched. With
compulsory weekly off, fun activities, yoga and

On 18th October 2015, a comprehensive workshop

other group initiatives, efforts were made to

was conducted to address all the above issues.

ensure that the adolescents had the time and

Involvement of all stakeholders from paediatricians,

opportunity to unwind. The introduction of

psychiatrists, coaching class owners, hostel owners

joint counselling of parents and children

among others, ensured attendance and commitment.

helped parents empathise with the pressure

Reputed NGOs like Art of Living and Isha

their children faced. Coaching institutes were

Foundation were roped in to provide regular support

educated to make them understand that the

Clinical psychologists working with Coaching institutes
along with 154 academic counsellors
Use of Social Media to connect with students and parents
Hope Helpline started with more than 652 cases
helped till date

health and safety of the students had a direct impact
on their business. A special helpline was started for
students, which was manned by trained psychiatrists
and therapists.
With no precedence to fall back on, the District
Administration decided to focus on practical and
pragmatic doability of the programme. Continuous
monitoring and strict adherence to the plan ensured
success and acceptance of the process as a best
practice.
This particular direction and its rigorous follow-up
have created a situation where today Kota is a
healthier place for students and dreams are again
getting fulfilled.
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An ecosystem for Digital
L i t e r a c y, S u n e l , R a j a s t h a n

Not even a year old, the digital literacy programme
in Jhalawar, Rajasthan, has already garnered over 1
Terabyte of educational data from various sources. In
the present era of digitisation, relevance and
importance of internet cannot be underrated, but
affordability, availability, security and consistency
are also key aspects. Based on an open media server,
e-Gyankendra is an effort to create an ecosystem for
community empowerment and smart citizen through
Digital Learning. Today every educated person
(Student, Career Aspirant, Teacher, Government
Official, Citizen) wants to access the internet to
leverage best of the knowledge content. In rural
areas, however, unavailability or unaffordability of
the internet or lacklustre speed of network
connectivity often proves to be a struggle. A need of
innovation which provides digital content to the
public (especially villagers) free of cost without
internet dependency or mandatory smartphones, was

Objectives:
Provide free access to the best of Open Source Digital
Content to the local community without internet dependency
Support to Digital India mission through awareness,
alignment and active participation of the community
Provide a future path for digital Value Added Services (VAS)
like Information Centre for latest Government Schemes
Knowledge Hub for various learner and intellectual groups

strongly felt. Thus open Media server based

information details, etc. Open media server (OM

e-Gyankendra is the most appropriate solution

Server) empowers users to access preloaded content

to the above issues. It provides best of

on Wi-Fi enabled devices like Tablets, Mobile

knowledge content of internet through a local

Phones, Laptops, Computers, etc., without internet

server. It also provides a Wi-Fi network through

dependency.

routers and point to point access. The content is
available on an open media server that can be
regularly updated. At select venues, tablets have
been provided in the libraries for citizens to
access the content.
It has preloaded open source content on open
media server comprising of e-Books,
Educational Videos, Government Schemes, and
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First e-Gyankendra of Rajasthan has been set-up in
Sunel Panchayat Samiti campus of Jhalawar District.
Current setup gives access within 1.5 km radius. To
facilitate the local community, a lab of 5 tablets has
also been established in Panchayat Samiti Campus.
e-Gyankendra, hosts and supports open media
content in the form of video, documents, pdf,

animation, images etc. Around 1 TB data of primary
information includes multilingual Wikipedia,
Quiz Academy, TED Talks, Worldwide maps,
Project Gutenberg (45000+ books), Khan Academy
(KA Lite), multilingual NCERT resources,
to name a few. Most of the relevant and important
information related to Government schemes,
forms and application of various departments and
other e-Governance related content,
has also been included.

Students are the greatest beneficiary of

Hotspot zones have been created through the

e-Gyankendra. They can access important

deployment of access points and routers in

content of their course curriculum, namely

important public areas like bus stand, hospital,

NCERT Books, QuizAcademy content, Science

schools, banks, main market, etc., so that a local

Video and simulation, Khan Academy, etc. It

resident of Sunel village can access e-Governance

not only creates an ecosystem for

services as well.

technology-based quality education but also
supports digital empowerment and skill
development of students.

Sunel Village may be an experiment, but once
proven, it can indeed carve a digital path for entire
rural India, terrain and geography notwithstanding.

Wi-Fi network has also been provided to a
couple of government schools from where
students can access e-Gyankendra content.
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T he Neem
Project

Objectives:
Stop diversion of urea to chemical factories
Make more urea available to farmers
Reduce import and thereby save forex

Neem, in India, has always been the magic tree

Gujarat Narmada Valley Fertilizers & Chemicals

where every part of the tree is of use to all of us.

Ltd. ( GNFC ) has taken the lead in this

To help the farming community, the Honourable
Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi spelt out his
vision of 100% Neem coating of Urea. The Ministry
of Chemicals and Fertilizers, in 2015 mandated that
all urea sold in India needs to be 100% neem coated.
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laudable task. GNFC did not take the easy way
of importing neem oil and coating urea for this
goal but took this as an opportunity to make it
a socio-economic project which involved the
rural poor with a special focus on women

empowerment. The aim was to use the Neem project
to improve the livelihood prospects and generate
income for this marginalised group.
They say, to see someone prosper just empower and
provide the tools then see the magic. That’s what
happened with Neem project.
In its first year of operations, the project generated
INR 12-15 Cr. of supplementary income for about
1.25 lakh rural women and landless labourers.
Today, the project is active in more than 4000
villages across 22 Districts of Gujarat.
The hallmark of the project has been the transparent
and fair process followed through the entire value
chain. Procurement of Neem fruits was done through
women self-help groups, Milk Cooperative Society,
Pani Samitis and Forest Department Collection

centres. More than 2200 of these and 69 Narmada
Khedut Sahay Kendras are the primary collection
centres. They have ensured community involvement
and minimised pilferage to guarantee an efficient
supply chain.

Impact assessment study by UNDP has shown that
in addition to the original aim, the Neem project
has helped the community in multiple ways like:

The seed collectors have benefitted from the price of

Skill training to unskilled rural women

like Neem soap, Neem pesticides and De-oiled Neem

Substantial increase in the average income

than 8000 MT of De-oiled Neem cakes have been

Neem seeds going up from INR 2/- to INR 12/- per
kg. The project has also resulted in multiple products
cakes being available for sale in the market. More

Increase of decision-making role for women in the
household

sold as organic manure.

Reduction of domestic violence

and community led transformation are the smiles on

Transformation of daily wage earners into rural
entrepreneurs

poor. And their smile is worth all the effort.

But the main benefits of this innovative, integrated
the faces of the people at the root of it - the rural
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Wo m e n B i k e
Mechanics - A
reality in
Madhya Pradesh

When the going gets tough, the tough indeed gets

empowerment program in India in the field of

programme for rural girls to gain expertise in

going. Nothing makes this clearer than tribal and

automobiles. The board decided to start a 3-month

two-wheeler repairs.

impoverished girls from remote villages in Madhya

free residential training programme with a stipend

Pradesh who are training to be automobile and

for rural, tribal, Scheduled Caste and Scheduled

motorcycle repairers, hitherto strictly a male bastion.

Tribe girls.

Yes, you heard that right! Girls from remote villages

The challenges were many: Will the girls themselves
be willing to learn this vocation that is strictly
dominated by men? Will their families and society

The success of every program depends on innovation

accept and send the girls for this training? Will the

of the idea, its proper implementation and requisite

girls be mentally and physically capable of this

training and skill enhancement for the same. Seeing

training? Will they be able to complete the training

a tribal girl repairing her brother’s bicycle all by

in the specified duration of three months? Will they

The brainchild of Madhya Pradesh Khadi and Village

herself, the then managing director of Khadi

be confident enough? Do they possess the required

Industries Board, it is a one of its kind women

conceived this idea of starting a vocational training

energy levels? Will they be able to stay in the hostels

in Madhya Pradesh are training to become
accomplished garage mechanics and are none the
worse for it!

alone leaving their relatives and family? Will the
trainers genuinely take interest and be capable
enough to train them? Will the girls be prepared for
entrepreneurship?
First of all, Centre for Research and Industrial Staff
Performance (CRISP) was selected as a training
partner. A total of 39 nominations were made from
15 Districts. The girls, who came from the most
interior regions of Madhya Pradesh, had no clue
about the business of automotive parts. They were
very shy, lacking in confidence and had never
stepped out of their village till now.
After completion of the first week, all the trainees
were capable enough, fully confident but still not
well versed with English. So, the trainers started
working on their English as well as on complete
personality development with skill enhancement.
Within one month, all the trainees were well versed
with the nomenclature used in the automobile
industry. It is expected that most of these trainees
might get a job in the automotive industry or
workshops. Some trainees were also planning to avail
loans under the Government Schemes and start their
career as entrepreneurs.
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Objectives:
Training of girls for repairing two wheelers
Skill enhancement
Women Empowerment
Personality Development
Job and Entrepreneurship based program

Today, these girls are far more confident, less shy,
full of energy, and are getting full support from their
families and society. The training itself has become a
huge success that has motivated the entire team to
work harder not only to meet the targets but also to
fulfil a social responsibility. These girls will soon be
ready to enter into a new era of their lives,
empowered, enabled and full of enthusiasm.
This is what women empowerment is all about.
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TWILITE brings
light to
Rampachodavaram

Objectives:
Lighting up the rural areas with cost-efﬁcient LED
lights
Empowerment of Tribal women in remote areas of
the state
Skill development and establishing an
entrepreneurial mindset
Energy conservation across the state of Andhra
Pradesh

‘‘Women are the nurturing force amongst us, and

The task was not easy. The area was largely agrarian

they can transform society with just a little bit of

with very little availability of local skilled/qualified

support.”

women. Also, the local women were not keen to

The above adage was the thought behind the
initiative in East Godavari District of Andhra
Pradesh (AP). The place chosen was the tribal area of
Rampachodavaram where a first of its kind industrial
unit to manufacture high technology and energy
efficient LED bulbs, was set up.
The Rampa Girijana Mahila Samakhya Industrial
Cooperative Society Limited (RGMS) is exclusively
owned by the tribal women of the area and is aiming
to light up the entire state of Andhra Pradesh while
saving and conserving scarce natural resources.
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travel outside their villages for work. Not only was
getting the workforce trained and motivated a
challenge, but there was also opposition and
difficulty in getting the quality of the LED bulbs
accepted by the market. There was also doubt in the
minds of the banks in the capability of the tribal
women in managing this cooperative.
Through aggressive education and skill development,
a motivated and technically skilled team was built.
The unit was set up locally, so the women did not
need to travel outside the village. Their passion soon
forced the local market associations and lending

institutions in providing all support to the initiative.
Independent evaluation has shown that the RGMS

The project got widespread support from the
Government of Andhra Pradesh, as it helped in

(BIS) approved. The entire work area was also

Sustainable development of backward and tribal
areas

exceedingly neat and clean driving the Swachh

Bringing livelihood opportunities to the youth

produced LED bulbs are Bureau of Indian Standards

Bharat mission forward. In addition to the local
market, the bulbs are also being used by the
Government bodies like Panchayats and Collectorate.
This is the perfect example of Nari Shakti at work
and needs to be replicated across the country.

Entrepreneurship and empowerment of tribal women
Increase in per capita income and improvement in
living standard
Skill development, nurturing productive workforce
and instilling self-conﬁdence
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